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Session 5 

Chair: Chiu Fan lee 

16:25  Keynote: Physics of Intracellular Phase Transitions 

Cliff Brangwynne, Princeton University, USA  

17:10  Networking/ social session (Gatherly)  
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Session 1 

Chair: Laurence Wilson 

09:00 
Keynote: Mathematics of ageing and its dynamics 

Uri Alon, Weizmann Institute of Science, UK  

Session 2  

Chair: Laurence Wilson 

09:45 Phase separation provides a mechanism to reduce noise in cells  

Florian Oltsch, Max Planck Institute for molecular Cell Biology and Genetics Dresden, Germany 

10:00 Invited: How cells see the world: Information processing by recurrent biological networks 

Jordi Garcia Ojalvo, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain  

10:25 Mechanistic modelling of epigenetic switching mediated by a co-transcriptional repression 

pathway at the model plant gene FLC 

Govind Menon, John Innes Centre, UK 
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Chair: Andela Saric 
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From topological defects to fruiting bodies in bacterial colonies 

Ricard Alert, Princeton University, USA  

11:20 The dynamics of single to multilayer transitions in bacterial swarms 

Iago Grobas, University of Oxford, UK  
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Invited: How do you build a wall? Understanding biophysical principles of bacterial cell division 

using advanced light microscopy 

Seamus Holden, Newcastle University, UK 
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Session 4 

Chair: Seamus Holden 

13:30 Motility in halophilic archaea: stolen machinery and optimal efficiency 

Laurence Wilson, University of York, UK 

13:45 
High-resolution AFM reveals the nanoscale architecture of MRSA cell wall 

Adedeji Olulana Abimbola Feyisara, University of Sheffield, UK 
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Susan Cox, Kings College London, UK  
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16:25 Structural details of Hepatitis B virus kinetics from small-angle scattering and computational 
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Conformational changes of the intrinsically disordered B. Mori silk protein in flow 
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Chair: Rhoda Hawkins 

09:45 
Modelling the spread of tree disease through UK forests 

Laura Wadkin, Newcastle University, UK 

10:00 
Emergent robustness of bacterial quorum sensing in fluid flow 

Phillip Pearce, Harvard Medical School, USA  
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10:15 
Invited: Vertex models of epithelial cell sheets: mechanochemical feedback at the junction scale 

and active T1s 

Silke Henkes, Bristol University, UK  

10:40 Break 

Session 3  

Chair:  Silke Henkes 

11:05 Invited: Precision in a rush: decision making in early fly development 

Aleksandra Walczak, École Normale Supérieure, France  

11:30 
Optimizing decision making of microswimmer chemotaxis using genetic algorithms 

Andreas Zoettl, University of Vienna, Austria  

11:45 Invited: Mechano-chemical models of organoid morphogenesis and collective migration 

Edouard Hannezo, Institute of Science and Technology Austria, Austria   

12:10  
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15:40 
Keynote: Physics models for how antibiotics kill bacteria 

Rosalind Allen, University of Edinburgh, UK   

16:25 Close of conference 

Poster programme 

Poster Session 1 - Monday 26 July, 14:25-16:25 

P1.01 Pollen grain identification using semantic image segmentation

James Grant-Jacob 

P1.02 Boundary-interior principle for microbial navigation in complex geometries

Jan Cammann 

P1.03 Microrheology of Topologically Active DNA

Davide Michieletto 

P1.04 Energetic cost of the cross-talk between calcium dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism

Valérie Voorsluijs 

P1.05 Active Surfaces and Defect-Mediated Morphogenesis

Ludwig A. Hoffman 
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P1.06 Exploring deep learning for MRI sequence transformation

James Grant-Jacob 

P1.07 Intracellular rheology of red blood cells

Alice Briole 

P1.08 Molecular mechanisms for autonomous length and sequence control in template copying 

processes 

Jordan Juritz 

P1.09 Hydraulic and electric control of cell spheroids

Charlie Duclut 

P1.10 Robust prediction of target location using turbulent odor plumes

Nicola Rigolli 

P1.11 Pattern formation and polarity sorting of driven actin filaments on fluid membranes

Alfredo Sciortino 

P1.12 Deciphering the biophysics of skeletal muscle formation

Timothy Saunders 

P1.13 Intermediate structural hierarchy in biopolymer networks modulates the fractal dimension and 

dynamics of percolating clusters 

Ben Hanson 

P1.14 Life in a Tight Spot: How Bacteria Swim, Disperse, and Grow in Complex Spaces

Sujit Datta 

P1.15 The Long and Short of Templated Copying

Jenny Poulton 

P1.16 Towards mapping of G-quadruplexes and related structures using solid-state nanopore microscope

Filip Boskovic 

P1.17 Uncovering Mechanisms of HIV Integration in DNA-RNA hybrids

Cleis Battaglia 

P1.18 Magnetic muscular multicellular aggregates: focusing on fluid-like properties of tissue models and 

driving macroscopic organization 

Irène Nagle  

P1.19 Motor Protein Transport on Cytoskeleton Networks

Nadine Dempers  

P1.20 A microfluidic platform for continuous purification of cell-sized vesicles

Ran Tivony 
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P1.21 Control and Controllability of Micro-swimmers by an External Flow

Clément Moreau  

P1.22 Continuous step model of expression of genes controlled by closely spaced tandem promoters

Mohamed Nasurudeen Mohamed Bahrudeen 

P1.23 Preventing co-infection provides competitive advantage while reducing selection efficiency in viral 

populations 

Michael Hunter  

Poster Session 2 - Tuesday 27 July, 14:25-16:25

P2.01 [WITHDRAWN] 

P2.02 Sensing cell shape at the micron scale with reaction-diffusion

Brian Camley 

P2.03 Adhesion dynamics regulate cell intercalation behaviour in an active tissue

Alexander Nestor-Bergmann 

P2.04 Overcoming product-inhibition in enzyme-free self-sustained templated copying

Javier Cabello Garcia 

P2.05 Understanding the mechanics of myosin through molecular modelling and electron microscopy

Molly Gravett 

P2.06 Moved to session 3

P2.07 High-performance computing and disordered elastic systems theory as a framework to study

collective cell migration 

Nirvana Caballero 

P2.08 Exploring the Design Rules for Efficient Membrane-Reshaping Nanostructures

Joel Forster 

P2.09 Understanding the bactericidal mechanism of nanostructured surfaces

Thomas Catley 

P2.10 Phage-host dynamics during spatial expansions modulate rate of loss of genetic diversity

Nikhil Krishnan 

P2.11 Interplay of polydisperse set of crowders in compacting Escherichia coli nucleoid

Jaan Mannik 
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P2.12 Modelling open biological systems with networks of nonautonomous oscillators

Joe Rowland Adams 

P2.13 Development of Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticles for NIR-active Theranostics

Miao Zhao 

P2.14 Consequence of limiting pool: Size regulation to symmetry breaking

Deb Sankar Banerjee 

P2.15 Photocontrol of the Swarming of Vis-OFF and Vis-ON Switched Biomolecular Motor Based-

Microrobots 

Satsuki Ishii 

P2.16 Flicker spectroscopy to characterise the surface tension and bending rigidity of stress granules

Halim Kusumaatmaja 

P2.17 Developmentally driven self-assembly and dynamics of living chiral crystals

Alexander Mietke 

P2.18 The role of vimentin-nuclear interactions in persistent cell motility through confined spaces

Sarthak Gupta 

P2.19 ATP Dependent Structures in Actomyosin

Sami Al-Izz 

P2.20 Oscillatory mechanisms in models for differentiating stem cells

Saeed Farjami 

P2.21 Ultrafast energy transfer between lipid-linked chromophores and plant Light-Harvesting Complex II

Ashley Hancock 

P2.22 Environmental conditions define the energetics of bacterial dormancy and its antibiotic

susceptibility 

Leonardo Mancini 

P2.23 Advanced Biophotonic Materials: Developing a Toolkit for Quantum Dot-Membrane-Protein

Nanocomposites 

Joel Whipp 

P2.24 High-throughput Techniques for Tracking Bacteria in 3D

Erick Rodriguez 
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Poster Session 3 – Wednesday 28 July, 13:40-15:40 

P3.01 Cells moving against obstacles: the response of a drop of active matter to external forces

Aondoyima Ioratim-Uba 

P3.02  Unraveling the phase behaviour of stickers-and-spacers chains 

Isha Malhotra 

P3.03 Making Sex Tractable: a model of sexual reproduction which can be straightforwardly solved for

complex fitness landscapes 

Chris Watkins 

P3.04 Cells-ECM mechanical interaction: taking advantage of nonlinearities for mechanosensing

Estelle Berthier 

P3.05 [WITHDRAWN] 

P3.06 Process-based agroecosystem modelling for evaluating climate change mitigation pathways

Rebecca Langdon 

P3.07 Investigation of Sheath Flow on Particle Sorting in Spiral Microchannels

Cigdem Boz 

P3.08  Polar Fluctuations Lead to Extensile Nematic Behavior in Confluent Tissues 

Andrew Killeen 

P3.09 Durotaxis of passive nanoparticles on elastic membranes

Ivan Palaia 

P3.10 Introducing PySTACHIO: An Extensible Python-Based Single Molecule Localization Microscopy

Analysis and Simulation Package 

Jack Shepherd 

P3.11 High-performance computing and disordered elastic systems theory as a framework to study

collective cell migration 

Nirvana Caballero 

P3.12 A view to a kill: using 3D microscopy to study predatory bacteria Bdellovibrio Bacteriovorus

Emma Brock 

P3.13 Investigation of nanoparticle formation and active-compound delivery in cancer cells

Raquel Lopez-Rios de Castro 

P3.14 Multiple States in the Detergent-Induced Fusion of Single Lipid Vesicles

Steven Quinn 
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P3.15 COMBI-Tweez: Combined Optical and Magnetic BIomolecular Tweezers for Mechanically Perturbing

DNA with Simultaneous Single-Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy 

Sébastien Guilbaud 

P3.16 A Ray of Light Against Age Related Neurodegeneration

Elizabeth Fear 

P3.17 WITHDRAWN 

P3.18 Imaging of bacterial biofilms on surfaces

Benjamin Butler 

P3.19 Rate Dependent Mechanics of Minimal Cytoskeletal Networks – Exploring how a Cell Knows when to

Stiffen or Soften 

Anders Aufderhorst-Roberts 

P3.20 Development of a respiratory trauma model using a compact shock-tube platform

Katherine Brown 

P3.21 Crowding and cellular stress responses in S.Cerevisiae:  Characterisation with multi-dimensional

optical microscopy 

Sarah Lecinski 

P3.22 Static and dynamical properties of chromatin-binding protein clusters

Marco Ancona 

P3.23  
The role of the cell cycle in collective cell dynamics 

Jintao Li  



Abstract book  

 

(Invited) Mechanobiology of mitosis 

Iva Tolić 

RBI, Zagreb, Croatia 

Segregation of the genome from a mother cell into two daughter cells during cell division is one of the 

fundamental processes of life. Physical separation of chromosomes is carried out by the spindle, a 

fascinating and complex molecular assembly made of microtubules and numerous other proteins. The 

mechanobiology of the spindle uses force and length as a language to tell its story, because the regulation 

of these two players defines how the spindle self-organizes and performs its function. As the spindle is 

basically a mechanical micro-machine, understanding its functioning requires experimental approaches 

based on mechanical perturbations, which complement and work together with classical genetic and 

biochemical methods. Recent data emerging from these approaches in combination with theoretical 

modeling have led to novel ideas and significant revisions of basic concepts in the field. I will discuss 

advances in understanding spindle mechanics, focusing on microtubule forces that control chromosome 

movements.  

 

 

 

(Invited) Synthetic design of membrane organizers to reconstitute cortical polarity 

Joseph Watson1 ; Ariel Ben-Sasson2 ; David Baker2 and Emmanuel Derivery1 

1MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, UK. 2University of Washington, USA 

Polarized cells rely on a polarized cytoskeleton for polarized trafficking, spindle orientation and oriented 

migration. But while cytoskeleton remodeling machineries have been extensively characterized at the 

molecular level, how polarity signalling at the cell cortex translates to cytoskeleton remodeling in the cytosol 

remains elusive. This is predominantly due to there being no amenable system to induce long term cortical 

polarity of specific signaling pathways in the absence of intrinsic polarity. Here, we developed a synthetic 

biology approach to reconstitute spontaneous symmetry breaking of the cell cortex in order to restore cortical 

polarity of any protein of interest within a population of naïve, unpolarized cells during division. The assay 

relies on a novel two-component 2D protein polymer, which has been specifically designed to cluster any 



transmembrane protein of interest into a polar cap, while blocking its endocytosis. I will discuss how this novel 

technology can be used to reconstitute key features of asymmetric cell division in unpolarized cells.  

References 

Watson JL, Aich S, Oller-Salvia B, Drabek AA, Blacklow SC, Chin J and Derivery E*. High efficacy subcellular 

micropatterning of proteins using fibrinogen anchors. Journal of Cell Biology, 2021  

Ben-Sasson AJ, Watson JL, Sheffler W, Johnson MC, Bittleston A, Somasundaram L, Decarreau J, Jiao F, 

Chen J, Mela I, Drabek AA, Jarrett SM, Blacklow SF, Kaminski CF, Hura GL, De Yoreo JJ, Ruohola-Baker H, 

Kollman JM, Derivery E*, and David Baker*. Biologically-active binary protein 2D materials. Nature, 2021  

(Invited) Feeling the squeeze: cell migration in confining environments 

Rhoda Hawkins 

University of Sheffield, UK 

Migrating cells, such as metastatic cancer cells, move in complex tissue environments. In this talk I will 

discuss work my group has done investigating how the velocity and shape of migrating cells is affected by 

the geometric and mechanical properties of the environment they are in. To capture some physical 

understanding, we develop simple theoretical models which we study using analytical calculations and 

numerical simulations. I will present our simple model of a cell as an active droplet and discuss our results 

on how the velocity, shape and ‘migration mode’ of this model is affected by fluid and elastic environments. I 

will then consider constrictions and the conditions necessary for a model cell to successfully pass through a 

constriction. For the case of constrictions smaller than the cell nucleus, I will introduce our simple model of a 

nucleus. As well as analysis of experimental data, I will share ideas of what we think is necessary for a cell to 

force its nucleus through a small constriction. 

(Invited) Multiscale modelling of chromatin phase separation 

Rosana Collepardo 

University of Cambridge, UK 

Liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) is an important mechanism that helps explain the membraneless 

compartmentalization of the nucleus. Because chromatin compaction and LLPS are collective phenomena, 

linking their In this talk, I will discuss our new multiscale chromatin model— integrating atomistic 

representations, a chemically-specific coarse-grained model, and a minimal model—that can resolve 

individual nucleosomes within sub-Mb chromatin domains and phaseseparated systems (Farr et al. Nat 

Communs 2021). Using this model, we find that nucleosome thermal fluctuations become significant at 

physiological salt concentrations and destabilize the 30-nm fiber. Our simulations also show that 

nucleosome breathing favors stochastic folding of chromatin and promotes LLPS by simultaneously boosting 

the transient nature and heterogeneity of nucleosome–nucleosome contacts, and the effective nucleosome 

valency. I will also explain why the intrinsic plasticity of nucleosomes is a key element in the liquid-like 

behavior of nucleosomes within chromatin, and the regulation of chromatin LLPS. 

(Invited) Physics of Intracellular Phase Transitions 

Clifford Brangwynne 

Princeton University, USA 



In this talk I will discuss our work to understand and control intracellular phase transitions, which play an 

important role in organizing the contents of living cells. Membrane-less RNA and protein rich condensates 

are found throughout the cell, and regulate the flow of genetic information. We've shown that liquid-liquid 

phase separation (LLPS) underlies the assembly of these structures. LLPS driven by intrinsically disordered 

protein regions (IDRs) explains many condensate features, for example the internal subcompartments of the 

nucleolus, which has important consequences for sequential ribosomal RNA processing. Our lab has 

developed a suite of new approaches, which use light to enable spatiotemporal control of intracellular phase 

transitions, allowing us to engineer the assembly and disassembly of these structures within defined 

subregions of the cytoplasm and nucleus. We are now using these tools to quantitatively map intracellular 

phase diagrams for the first time, providing unprecedented access to the biophysical principles underlying 

RNP condensate self-assembly. This approach has also begun to yield rich insights into the link between 

intracellular liquids, gels, and the onset of pathological protein aggregation, and still largely unexplored 

mechanical interactions between these structures and the genome. 

(Invited) Mathematics of ageing and its dynamics 

Uri Alon 

Weizmann Institute of Science, UK  

Aging of humans and other organisms shares nearly-universal features, hinting at understandability with age, 

the risk of death and of many diseases rises exponentially, health differences between individuals widen, 

and timescales for recovery grow longer. Aging, at least in mice, seems reversible to a certain extent, as 

evidenced by experiments which remove damaged cells or enhance repair. These features lead to a theory of 

the core processes of aging using a stochastic equation for damage accumulation. In this equation, mutated 

stem cells give rise to damaged cells which inhibit their own removal by the immune system. We back this 

up with experiments on a key type of damaged cells, called senescent cells, whose removal has been shown 

to rejuvenate mice. The mathematical approach explains the incidence curves of age-related diseases in 

humans, and the scaling and dynamics of survival curves under life-span-extending interventions in model 

organisms. It provides mechanisms for several diseases of unknown origin. We will discuss how this 

approach might guide future optimal treatment for aging.  

(Invited) How cells see the world: Information processing by recurrent biological networks 

Jordi Garcia-Ojalvo 

Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain 

Living organisms must monitor the dynamics of their environment continuously, in order to adapt to present 

conditions and anticipate future changes. But anticipation requires processing temporal information, which in 

turn requires memory. We have recently shown that both cells [1] and simple nervous systems [2] can perform 

such dynamical information processing by leveraging the recurrent architecture of gene regulatory and 

neuronal networks, respectively. Here we review these studies, showing in particular how recurrent network 

architectures enable the long-term storage of information, through a phenomenon reminiscent of generalized 

chaos synchronization. We also discuss the size requirements that recurrent networks must fulfil under realistic 

biological conditions.   

 

[1] M. Gabalda-Sagarra, L. B. Carey, and J. Garcia-Ojalvo, Recurrence-based information processing in gene 

regulatory networks, Chaos 28, 106313 (2018).  



[2] M. A. Casal, S. Galella, O. Vilarroya, and J. Garcia-Ojalvo, Soft-wired long-term memory in a natural 

recurrent neuronal network, Chaos 30, 061101 (2020)  

(Invited) How do you build a wall? Understanding biophysical principles of bacterial cell division using 

advanced light microscopy 

Seamus Holden 

Newcastle University, UK 

In bacterial cell division, a nanoscale cell division machinery spontaneously builds a micron scale crosswall 

or septum at the middle of the bacterial cell wall. The complexity of this challenge is more obvious if we 

imagine rescaling cell division proteins to human size, and then try to figure out how they can build a septum 

the size of the world’s tallest building.  Furthermore, due to the small size of bacteria this process takes place 

almost at the diffraction limit of light microscopy, making observation of bacterial division protein dynamics 

an intense technical challenge. 

I will talk about our efforts to uncover physical principles by which the model bacterium Bacillus subtilis 

divides. In particular I will discuss our advances in understanding how motile filaments of the cytoskeleton 

protein FtsZ orchestrate self-assembly of the cell division machinery, drive cell division initiation, and guide 

construction of the bacterial cell division septum. I will also discuss the method development which has 

supported this work, including Vertical Cell Imaging by Nanostructured Immobilization (VerCINI), a high 

resolution bacterial imaging method combining microfluidics, quantitative image analysis and 

nanofabrication-enabled control of cell orientation. 

(Invited) From images to information: enhancing resolution and extracting dynamics using computer vision 

Susan Cox 

Kings College London, UK 

Fluorescence microscopy is a standard tool to investigate cell biology and biophysics. Image analysis allows 

us to take these images and convert to information. Here I’ll discuss two major applications: resolution 

enhancement (through single molecule localisation microscopy) and extracting information about the 

dynamics of cells and their 3D environments. In both cases, picking the right combination of experimental 

and analytical approach is critical to obtain robust and meaningful results.   

(Invited) Coping with Mechanical Stress: Tissue dynamics in development and repair 

Yanlan Mao 

University College London, UK  

During growth and development, tissue dynamics, such as tissue folding, cell intercalations and oriented cell 

divisions, are critical for shaping tissues and organs. However, less is known about how tissues regulate their 

dynamics during tissue homeostasis and repair, to maintain their shape after development. In this talk, we 

will discuss how differential growth rates can generate precise folds in tissues. We will also discuss how 

tissues respond to mechanical perturbations, such as stretching or wounding, by altering their actomyosin 

contractile structures, to change tissue dynamics, and thus preserve tissue shape and patterning. We 

combine genetics, biophysics and computational modelling to study these processes. 



(Invited) Pandemic Theory and Pasteur's Quadrant: On the Ongoing Need for Response and Mitigation 

Instruments 

Joshua Weitz 

Georgia Tech, USA  

The Covid-19 pandemic continues to impact the health and well-being of communities all across the globe. 

From the outset, epidemic theory and models have played a key role in advancing understanding of the 

potential threat and in shaping public health responses.  In this talk, I will highlight both near- and long-term 

challenges in controlling Covid-19. In doing so, I will focus on efforts to incorporate non-canonical features 

of spread into epidemic models (including gathering associated risk and  behavioral feedback) and to 

leverage testing at scale (including both viral and antibody tests) to improved targeted interventions. In 

closing, I will highlight lessons learned and ongoing opportunities for use-inspired theory and modeling 

initiatives to enhance response, decision-making, and mitigation instruments. 

(Invited) Vertex models of epithelial cell sheets: mechanochemical feedback at the junction scale and active 

T1s 

Silke Henkes 

Bristol University, UK  

Epithelial cell sheets are at the heart of developmental and cell biology. They make up the germ layers of the 

developing embryo, and also the surface lining of organs like the gut or the eye. The soft active mechanics of 

epithelial cell sheets has received a lot of attention recently, with a particular focus on vertex models. 

However, active driving in such models has largely been phenomenological self-propulsion, appropriate for 

in-vitro sheets on a substrate.  

Here, we take a step towards incorporating more realistic driving through junctions with mechanochemical 

feedback and introduce VMAJ (vertex model with active junctions). We focus on a mechanism for 

convergence-extension, that is the autogenerated active flows driving primitive streak formation in the chick 

embryo and drosophila germ band extension. Our individual active elements incorporate myosin-tension 

feedback and viscoelastic junctions, generating tension-triggered contractile forces that allow junctions to 

shrink and ultimately remodel the tissue through active T1 transitions. We find a robust range in applied 

tension, activity and myosin and viscoelastic time scales to generate such transitions, and we also 

systematically find convergence-extension. I will conclude with preliminary data for large-scale flows in 

VMAJ. 

(Invited) Precision in a rush: decision making in early fly development  

Aleksandra Walczak 

École Normale Supérieure, France  

Despite very limited time, organisms develop in reproducible ways. In the early stages of fly development 

positional information is read out in a few minutes to produce steep and precise gene expression patterns — 

the rough blueprint for future body parts. Motivated by recent live imaging experiments in fly embryos, I will 

discuss the trade-offs between speed, reproducibility and ease of decoding of the blueprint. I will show 

strategies that allow for fastest yet accurate decision making in this molecularly noisy system. 

(Invited) Mechano-chemical models of organoid morphogenesis and collective migration  

Edouard Hannezo 



Institute of Science and Technology Austria, Austria  

There is increasing evidence that both mechanical and biochemical signals play important roles in 

morphogenesis and collective cell migration. The development of complex organisms, in particular, has been 

proposed to rely on the feedback between mechanical and biochemical patterning events. However, 

integrating the two in a theoretical framework capable of making meaningful and quantitative predictions 

has remained challenging. Here, I will discuss two examples of our current efforts towards this. I will first 

present work on intestinal organoid morphogenesis, where we show that crypt/villus formation is 

orchestrated by cellular fate, creating patterns of mechanical and osmotic forces robustly shaping the 

organoid. I will then talk about how MDCK cells generate mechanochemical waves, and use them for 

symmetry-breaking/optimal long-ranged polarization in wound healing. 

(Invited) Physics models for how antibiotics kill bacteria 

Rebecca Brouwers1, Sharareh Tavaddod1, Leonardo Mancini2, Elizabeth Tatham1, Pietro Cicuta2, Waldemar 

Vollmer3 and Rosalind J Allen1 

1University of Edinburgh, UK, 2University of Cambridge, UK, 3University of Newcastle, UK 

Antibiotics cure infections by killing bacteria or preventing them from growing – yet much remains to be 

understood about how this works. Many of the most widely used antibiotics target bacterial cell wall 

synthesis. These antibiotics often kill bacteria by causing them to explode, or lyse. We have investigated 

experimentally the efficacy of the cell wall targeting antibiotic mecillinam, which is used to treat urinary tract 

infections, for bacteria growing under different conditions. We show that a simple physics model that takes 

into account the growth of bacterial cell volume and surface area, can explain non-trivial experimental 

observations.  

High-performance computing and disordered elastic systems theory as a framework to study collective 

cell migration 

Nirvana Caballero1, Guillaume Rapin1, Thierry Giamarchi1, Steven A. Brown2, and Patrycja Paruch1 

1University of Geneva, Switzerland, 2University of Zurich, Switzerland 

Controlling cell migration is important in wound healing, infections, morphogenesis, tissue development, 

and tumor growth. However, control over migrating cells either individually or as a proliferating cell front 

remains elusive because the plethora of interactions at widely varying lengthscales present in these 

systems leads to highly complex dynamical and geometrical properties. 

The statistical physics framework of disordered elastic systems has proven to be successful in unraveling 

the physical mechanisms behind many inert systems including ferromagnets [1] and ferroelectrics [2]. In 

this work, we show how this framework is also applicable to the study of growing colonies of epithelial 

cells. By analyzing large proliferating cell colonies under different pharmacological modulation, we show 

that it is possible to extract useful information of the whole system by analyzing the colony edges. 

We use analytical predictions of the theory of disordered elastic systems [3] and high- performance 

computation techniques using Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) to analyze billions of points in the 

colony edges. We demonstrate that interactions at two main lengthscales are responsible for the geometrical 

properties of proliferating cell fronts: sub-cell lengthscales and at a lengthscale of 2–10 cells. We show 

that pharmacological modulation significantly affects the proliferation speed of the cell fronts, and 

those modulators that promote cell mobility or division also lead to the most rapid evolution of cell front 

roughness [4]. 

 



 

Fig. 1. Proliferating Rat1 fibroblast cell front. (a) Optical phase microscopy image of a section of the cell front, 

overlaid with cytoplasm (blue) and nuclei (red) fluorescence. (b) Superposition of successive fluorescence microscopy 

images taken over 40 hours. (c) The relative displacements Δu (shown in (a)) are measured between pairs of 

points separated by a distance r, and their correlations give a quantitative assessment of the cell front roughness 

B(r). 

[1] N. Caballero, https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.14205. 

[2] P. Tuckmantel, I. Gaponenko, N. Caballero, J. C. Agar, L. W. Martin, T. Giamarchi, and P. Paruch, Phys. 

Rev. Lett. 126, 117601 (2021). 

[3] N. Caballero, E. Agoritsas, V. Lecomte, and T. Giamarchi, Phys. Rev. B. 102, 104204 (2020). 

[4] G. Rapin, N. Caballero, I. Gaponenko, B. Ziegler, A. Rawleight, E. Moriggi, T. Giamarchi, 

S. A. Brown, and P. Pruch, Sci. Rep. 11, 8869 (2021). 

Modelling Membrane  Reshaping by  Sequential ESCRT-III  Polymerization 

Xiuyun Jiang1,2,3, Lena Harker-Kirschneck1,2,3, Christian Vanhille Campos1,2,3, Billie 

Meadowcroft1,2,3, Anna-Katharina Pfitzner4, Aurélien Roux4, Buzz Baum2,5, Anđela Šarić1,2,3 

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, Gower Street, London, UK, 2Institute for 

the Physics of Living Systems, University College London, Gower Street, London, UK, 3MRC-Laboratory for 

Molecular Cell Biology, London, UK 4Department of Biochemistry, University of Geneva, Switzerland. 5MRC-

Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Cambridge, UK 

The endosomal sorting complex required for transport-III (ESCRT-III), with its unique ability to mediate 

membrane remodelling and scission from the cytosolic side, is involved in virtually every major cellular 

function that involves cellular trafficking. Very recently, the ESCRT-III assembly pathway has been 

probed with spatial and time resolution for the first time: the sequential assembly and disassembly 

of different ESCRT-III co-filaments leads to step-wise changes in membrane morphology1 (see Fig. 1). 

To understand the physical mechanisms of how the sequential ESCRT-III assembly and disassembly can 

reshape cell membranes, we have built a coarse-grained minimum model that takes into account co-

polymerization of different ESCRT-III species in contact with a deformable membrane. By activating and 

deactivating three different types of protein subunits at different stages of the simulation, the filament 

geometry undergoes dramatic change from a flat spiral to helix, and then to an ever tighter helix. This 

filament changes trigger the transition of the associated membrane from the flat state to a cone, and then 

to a tubule that eventually results in the membrane fission. In this presentation, I will report how detailed 

mechanistic properties of the compositing filaments influence the membrane deformation, and will discuss 

the importance of the filament disassembly in the fission process. 

 



 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental background of our modelling taken from the graphical abstract of Ref. [1]. 

 

[1] A. K. Pfitzner, V. Mercier, X. Jiang, J. Moser von Filseck, B. Baum, A. Šarić, A. Roux. 

Cell. Sep 3;182(5):1140-1155.e18 (2020). 

[2] L. Harker-Kirschneck, B. Baum, A. Šarić. BMC Biol 17, 82 (2019). 

Investigating how SAF-A nuclear protein regulates genome organisation by coupling super-resolution 

microscopy and polymer modelling 

Mattia Marenda1,2, Davide Michieletto1,2, Ryu-Suke Nozawa3 and Nick Gilbert1 

1HGU Institute of Genetics and Cancer, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 2School of Physics and 

Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 3Japanese Foundation of Cancer Research, Tokyo, Japan 

SAF-A is an abundant RNA-binding nuclear protein that is required for RNA processing [1], such as pre-mRNA 

splicing [2]. Recent work has shown that SAF-A plays a key role in the organisation of genome folding in 

human cells [3]. In particular, SAF-A is essential for maintaining the three-dimensional "open" structure of 

gene-rich genomic regions, as opposed to typically collapsed structures found in transcriptionally silenced 

loci. Intriguingly, and contrarily to typical notion of RNA function, a large fraction of newly synthesised RNA is 

kept in the nucleus and is strongly required for the correct 3D folding of chromosome loci. However, the 

molecular and mechanistic details underlying this process remain unclear. 

In this work, we combined Super-Resolution Microscopy, advanced data analysis and polymer modelling to 

investigate the link between SAF-A and newly synthesised RNA and to understand how they cooperate to 

control chromatin decompaction. We found that SAF-A forms a homogeneous mesh of connected clusters 

together with newly transcribed RNA. In particular, we use a new algorithm [4] to show that the size and 

connectivity of SAF-A clusters are strongly affected by perturbation of nuclear RNA (and viceversa). Finally, our 

polymer model combined with our experimental data show how the synergy of SAF-A and RNA control genome 

folding in active genes. 

  



 

Fig. 1. (left) Super-resolved image of SAF-A and nuclear RNA. (right) The hypothesised mechanism of 

chromatin decompaction by the SAF-A/RNA mesh. 

[1]  G. Dreyfuss, et al. Annual Review of Biochemistry 62, 289–321 (1993). 
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In vivo single-molecule dynamics during DNA damage 

Alessia Lepore1, Daniel Thédié1, Lorna McLaren1, Benura Azeroglu1, Oliver Pambos2, Achillefs N. Kapanidis2 

and Meriem El Karoui1 

1University of Edinburgh, UK, 2 University of Oxford, UK 

Bacteria have evolved strategies to proliferate and survive the hazards they endure during their life. At the 

single-cell level, preserving chromosome integrity is crucial for survival. One of the most threatening types 

of DNA damage is DNA Double Strand Breaks (DSBs). DSBs can be caused by endogenous or exogenous 

agents such as collapse of the replication fork, ionizing radiation and antibiotics. 

In Escherichia coli, DNA double-strand break repair (DSBR) is mediated by the RecBCD enzyme. RecBCD 

locates the break and promotes the loading of the RecA protein to catalyse repair by homologous 

recombination. To prepare the broken DNA for repair, RecBCD unwinds and processes the DNA, acting both as 

helicase and exonuclease. As suggested by its name, RecBCD consists of three subunits: RecB, RecC, and 

RecD. The RecB subunit is the only subunit of the complex that acts as both nuclease and helicase. Therefore, 

RecB has a crucial role in the complex’s functionality and is an excellent candidate to study RecBCD 

activities. Understanding RecBCD dynamics and how RecBCD mobility changes during DSBR is crucial to reveal 

how DSBs are detected, recognized, and processed. 

Currently, very little is known about the dynamics of DSB recognition and repair by RecBCD in vivo. To address 

this question, we developed a fast-imaging single-molecule assay to track RecB in real-time. We label 

each single RecB molecule with a HaloTag conjugated to the JF549 dye [1] and visualise it with HILO 

(highly inclined and laminated optical sheet) microscopy. Our single trajectory analysis allows us to 

distinguish different RecB single molecules mobility patterns within the cell. RecB apparent diffusion 

coefficients distribution indicates that there are three subpopulations of RecB molecules with different mobility: 

a small fraction that is bound to DNA, ~30% that interacts with the chromosome through fast interactions 

and ~60% that do not seem to interact with it. To further understand how RecB dynamics changes under 

different conditions, we investigated how the relative fractions of the RecB molecules in the three 

subpopulations vary in presence of DSBs. After DNA damage, a larger fraction of RecB molecules (~20%) 

shows very low mobility, and mapping of the trajectories indicates that RecB is recruited to the DNA. 

This is consistent with its role in repairing DSBs. We also observed modifications in RecB’s pattern of 



interaction with the chromosome when RecB functionality is compromised as a result of specific mutations 

in its nuclease or helicase domains. 

Our work explores for the first time how RecB dynamics change in presence of DNA damage and quantifies 

the fraction of molecules engaged in the repair process. Our observations provide a unique picture of 

RecBCD dynamics and DSBR at the single-molecule level. 

 

[1]   A. Lepore, et al., Sci Rep 9, 7902 (2019). 

Phase separation provides a mechanism to reduce noise in cells 

Florian Oltsch1,2, Adam Klosin1, Tyler Harmon1,3, Alf Honigmann1,4, Frank Jülicher2,3,4, Anthony Hyman1,2,4, and 

Christoph Zechner1,2,4 

1Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics, Germany, 2Center for Systems Biology Dresden, 

Germany, 3Max Planck Institute for the Physics of Complex Systems, Germany, 4TU Dresden, Germany 

Noise in gene expression can cause significant variability in  protein concentration. How cells buffer variation in 

protein concentration is an important question in biology. In this talk, I will show that liquid-liquid phase 

separation provides an effective mechanism to reduce variability in protein concentration. First, I will introduce 

our theoretical framework that discusses phase separation in the presence of active protein production and 

turnover. This stochastic non-equilibrium model allows us to study how fluctuations in protein concentration are 

affected by phase separation. I will then present under which physical conditions noise buffering by phase 

separation can be effective. 

Subsequently, I will show experimental data to test our theoretical predictions. 

Mechanistic modelling of epigenetic switching mediated by a co-transcriptional repression pathway at the 

model plant gene FLC 

Govind Menon1, Svenja Reeck1, Rea Antoniou-Kourounioti1, Anis Meschichi2, Stefanie Rosa2, Caroline 

Dean1, and Martin Howard1 

1John Innes Centre, UK, 2 Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Sweden 

Epigenetic mechanisms enable the maintenance of cell identities and functions during development, by 

generating mitotically inheritable gene expression states. Our understanding of nucleosome mediated 

epigenetic memory of transcriptional states is built on the concept of transcription regulation mediated by 

activating or repressive histone modifications. While this understanding is partly driven by bioinformatic 

analysis of histone modifications and transcription at the genome level, the network of correlational 

relationships generated by these approaches is, by itself, insufficient to dissect the causal molecular 

mechanisms that drive switching and maintenance of transcriptional states. Mechanistic mathematical 

models, describing the dynamics of histone modifications at individual genomic loci, offer an alternative 

approach, and have been used to explain the causal basis of stable, mitotically heritable histone modification 

states [1]. 

The plant developmental regulator FLC, is a model gene for studying epigenetic regulation. The cold induced 

epigenetic silencing of this gene, in Arabidopsis thaliana, has previously been studied using stochastic 

histone modification models in conjunction with quantitative experimental data [2]. This combined 

approach  has speeded our understanding of the complex mechanisms underlying the autonomous, 

stochastic switch-off at individual gene copies and the digital nature of the silencing [3,4]. 

In this study, we combine quantitative experimental data with mechanistic mathematical modelling, to 

examine FLC gene regulation in early development driven by a co- transcriptional repression mechanism 

mediated by histone modifications. We develop a stochastic histone modification model of FLC regulation, 



describing the dynamics of both activating and repressive modifications, feedback maintenance of these 

modifications, their effect on transcriptional activity, and the effect of transcription on these modifications. 

We combine the model with single-cell quantification at the both the protein level (by imaging fluorescent 

tagged FLC) and the RNA level (using single molecule RNA FISH) to dissect how a co-transcriptional repression 

mechanism can facilitate subsequent establishment  of  a digital silenced state. 
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From topological defects to fruiting bodies in bacterial colonies 

Ricard Alert 

Princeton University, USA 

The soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus lives in colonies of millions of cells that migrate on surfaces. When 

nutrients are scarce, the colony develops droplet-like multicellular aggregates called fruiting bodies, in which 

cells transform into spores to resist starvation. To build these three-dimensional structures, M. xanthus cells 

cooperate to sequentially add new cell layers on top of an original cell monolayer. However, how these bacteria 

manage to form new cell layers was unknown. Using confocal three-dimensional imaging, we find that, in each 

layer, the rod-shaped bacterial cells are motile, densely packed, and aligned with neighboring cells. Thus, the 

colony forms an active nematic liquid crystal. We find that new cell layers preferentially form at topological 

defects, i.e. points at which cell alignment is lost. Defects with topological charge +1/2 and -1/2 lead to the 

formation of new layers and new holes, respectively. We explain these findings by modeling the bacterial 

colony as an extensile active nematic fluid with anisotropic friction. In agreement with our experimental 

measurements, the model predicts an influx of cells toward +1/2 defects and an outflux of cells from −1/2 

defects. Our results suggest that cell motility and mechanical cell-cell interactions are sufficient to promote 

the formation of cell layers at topological defects, thus enabling the bacterial colony to build fruiting bodies. 

Thus, our work shows how bacteria exploit the physics of active matter in their collective response to starvation. 

The dynamics of single to multilayer transitions in bacterial swarms 

Iago Grobas 

University of Oxford, UK 

Swarms and biofilms are the two major modes of bacterial collectives and confer cells with emergent 

properties that lack as individuals [1], such as an increase in antibiotic tolerance. Swarming is a rapid 

type of surface colonization, and therefore its ability to withstand high antibiotic concentrations could 

lead to the subsequent establishment of highly resilient biofilms or  genetically resistant bacteria in 

regions that could not otherwise have been colonized [2]. Using swarming Bacillus subtilis, we reveal 

that a biophysical mechanism, reminiscent of motility-induced phase separation (MIPS), underpins a 

swarming-to-biofilm transition through a localized dynamic phase transition. This transition, triggered by 

an external stressor, is underpinned by a localized multilayer formation. Inspired by the thermodynamic 

properties of active matter, we demonstrated that such multilayer formation forms through a nucleation 

and growth process near an antibiotic gradient, and through spinodal decomposition in absence of 



stress. The nucleation and growth of multiple layers near the antibiotic, triggers waves of bacteria that 

move towards the antibiotic source, suggesting a novel mechanism of bacterial transport. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Bacillus subtilis cells swarm in a monolayer (stage 1). As cell density increases, cells form fast- 

moving rafts which can collide and form transient jams. Cells at the boundary between the colliding rafts 

are pushed upwards and protrude from the surrounding monolayer (stage 2). Further increase in surface 

coverage can promote the formation of dynamic MIPS-like islands where cells accumulate within the 

swarm while still being dynamic (stage 3). Eventually, this uneven distribution of cell density gives rise to 

macroscopic spatial heterogeneity in cell density (stage 4), which can lead to the formation of biofilms 

(stage 5). 

[1] Iago Grobas, Dario G. Bazzoli, Munehiro Asally. Biochem Soc Trans 18 2020; 48 (6): 

2903–2913. doi: https://doi.org/10.1042/BST20200972 
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Motility in halophilic archaea: stolen machinery and optimal efficiency 
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The randomising influence of Brownian motion dominates life on the micrometre scale and confounds 

microorganisms’ attempts to navigate. By harnessing statistical physics, they can overcome this limitation. 

The run-and-tumble behaviour of E. coli [1] is the best-understood example of a navigation strategy in 

planktonic bacteria, but other phenotypes include the run/reverse/flick of Vibrio alginolyticus [2] or the fast-

slow reversal behaviour of Pseudomonas putida [3]. In all these cases, cells re-orient every second or two, 

choosing a new direction dictated by the cellular geometry.  They modulate the time between reorientations 

to move to more favourable environments: climbing gradients of chemical attractants or retreating from 

repellents. 

In a recent publication [4], we used 3D holographic microscopy and numerical modelling to study 

chemotaxis strategies in the little-studied ‘third branch’ of the evolutionary tree: archaea.  To do this, we 

isolated two strains of archaea from environmental samples and used whole-genome sequencing to identify 

them as being of the genera Haloarcula (from Great Salt Lake, UT, USA), and Haloferax (from Boulby Potash 

Mine in the UK, see Fig. 1a). Both strains swim very slowly, typically at 2-4 um/s, with prolonged ‘runs’ of up 



to 20 or 30 seconds – easily long enough to randomise their swimming direction (Fig. 1b). Intriguingly, 

these species have acquired bacterial chemotaxis machinery by horizontal gene transfer. 

They appear to have repurposed it in a novel way, exploiting the randomizing effect of Brownian motion to 

allow them to disperse and track spatial nutrient gradients.  Our  numerical studies, informed by 

experiments, determine that this strategy is remarkably robust and well suited to survival in harsh, nutrient-

poor environments. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Colour-coded dark field time-lapse of an environmental isolate taken from Boulby Mine.  The rainbow-

coloured streaks are motile cells, and the white-ish spots are nonmotile cells or inorganic debris in the sample.  (b)  

100 3D swimming tracks of halophilic archaea from Great Salt Lake, obtained using holographic microscopy. 

[1] Berg & Brown, Nature 239 p.500 (1972). 

[2] Xie et al., PNAS 108 p.2246 (2011). 

[3] Theves et al., Biophys. J. 105 p.1915 (2013). 
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High-resolution AFM reveals the nanoscale architecture of MRSA cell wall 

Abimbola Feyisara Olulana, Bohdan Bilyk, Laia Pasquina-Lemonche, Katarzyna Wacnik1, Xinyue 

Chen,Simon J. Foster, Jamie K. Hobbs 
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Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is a gram-positive bacteria that is genetically-distinct 

from the antibiotic-sensitive Staphylococcus aureus. Also, MRSA is part of WHO priority group of Superdrug 

that could lead to 10 million death in the year 20501. So far, the studies performed on resistance in MRSA 

have focused on the genetic-mutation and evolution associated with MRSA but little has been done as 

touching understanding the physics that underpins resistance in MRSA2.  Here are some of the questions 

that we seek to address; 1) what are the imprints of resistance on the cell wall architecture? 2) Can we 

distinguish the antimicrobial strains based on the material properties of their associated cell wall? 3) What 

is the link between the architectural differences and the inherent macroscopic resistance expressed by 

MRSA? In addition, 4) when the native penicillin binding proteins are turned off via methicillin treatment, 

what are the architectural changes observed? 

 

Our goal is to address these questions by using high-resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) to 

decipher the associated cell wall, treated and not treated with an antibiotic. We utilized Tapping mode 

and PeakForce Tapping mode to examine the thickness of the purified sacculi and the 3D molecular 



architecture associated with the internal and the external surface of MRSA sacculi (extracted cell wall), 

without and with treatment with antibiotic. In a complementary fashion, we used wide-field florescence 

microscopy to characterize the cell size and cell cycle associated with MRSA cells and other derivatives 

of S.aureus, with the latter consisting different genetic modifications but within the same genetic background. 

 

We find that MRSA is associated with thicker cell wall (by approximately 35%) and reduced cell size (by 

approximately 30%) when compared to other S.aureus derivatives with no and low-level resistance. For 

the external surface, AFM reveals different subdomain of porous- rich mesh network, with changing depth, 

and extra layer of mesh matrix in the Z-direction. In addition, the nascent peptidoglycan structure  is 

characterized by a concentric rings-like structure in the absence of methicillin treatment, but this is replaced 

with dense but random structure when such cells are treated with methicillin. By studying the impact of 

antibiotics on cells with mutations in different cell wall synthesis proteins, we are able to gain new insights 

into which enzymes are responsible for which architectural features in the bacterial cell wall. 

 

This work brings us closer to methods for determining the molecular phenotype associated with particular 

genes, as well as to understanding how MRSA evades antibiotic-induced cell death. 
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Structural details of Hepatitis B virus kinetics from small-angle scattering and computational modelling 

Najet Mahmoudi 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK  

The genetic material of viruses is typically protected in an icosahedral capsid, which is primarily 

assembled from over a hundred subunits of the same protein in a spontaneous self-assembly 

process. Similar highly efficient assembly processes are ubiquitous in biological systems, and viral capsids 

in particular present a unique platform to exploit for therapeutic advances in the targeted cellular delivery 

of cargo packaged within the capsid. Our research aims to provide a more detailed understanding of 

how this precise viral capsid protein assembly process occurs from a pool of single building blocks, and 

specifically how the RNA is incorporated into the capsid. Here, we present results from small-angle neutron 

scattering (SANS) experiments using contrast variation to reveal the final assembled structural organization 

of both the protein and nucleic acid components from recombinant Hepatitis B virus (HBV) capsid protein 

and a synthetically prepared RNA containing the capsid protein binding domain. Time-resolved small-

angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were also used to determine the HBV assembly pathway in 

the presence and absence of RNA. We employed Bayesian statistics-based computational methods to 

extract kinetic parameters of assembly and the overall size and shape of the dominant structural 

intermediates from the SAXS data. The developed framework can be extended to other hierarchical 

assemblies in biology. 

Conformational changes of the intrinsically disordered B. Mori silk protein in flow 

Charley Schaefer1, Pete R. Laity2, Chris Holland2, and Tom C. B. McLeish1 

1University of York, UK, 2University of Sheffield, UK 



Silkworms produce fibres by self-assembling the silk protein in extensional flow, and do this orders of 

magnitude more energy efficiently than the industry spins synthetic fibres. To uncover the underlying 

design principles, we interpret the protein as an entangled polymer, which incorporates a small number 

of intermolecular divalent calcium bridges to control the viscosity. The resulting 'sticky reptation model', 

which we borrowed from polymer physics, explains the linear viscoelastic reponse of the protein solution 

at the molecular level [1], and enabled the development of a coarse-grained molecular model for silk [2,3]. 

By simulating its dynamics in the non-linear viscoelastic regime, where silk is spun, we discovered 

unexpectedly large fluctuations of the chain stretch below the stretch transition [2]. Given that chain stretches 

are precursors for crystallisation, this revealed  an  energy-efficient mechanism for protein spinning that may 

be adopted in the manufacturing process of a novel class of biologically inspired synthetic polymers [3]. 

  

 

Fig. 1. Left: The sticky reptation model describes the linear viscoelasticity of silk solution [1]; Right: 

simulated predictions of the stretch distribution of the protein at various strain rates beyond the linear 

regime [3]. 
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Modelling the spread of tree disease through UK forests 

L E Wadkin, A Golightly, N G Parker and A W Baggaley 

Newcastle University, UK 

The past decades have seen a dramatic rise in the number of emerging diseases of plants and trees across 

the world. These diseases threaten the survival of native trees and have huge social, economic, and 

environmental impacts. The Department for Environmental, Food and Rural Affairs have highlighted the 

importance of mathematical modelling in developing robust management policies to minimize the impacts of 

these threats.  

We are working to mathematically model the spread of tree diseases, using a combination of agent-based 

models, partial differential equations, and statistical inference techniques. The aim is to combine local 

lattice modelling approaches (shown in Fig. 1) with global continuum models to perform systemic modelling 

and parameter inference of past and present tree epidemics in the mainland UK. The results can be used to 

deepen our understanding of the process of tree disease spread and crucially, explore intervention and 

management strategies to find the best methods of stopping the disease spread.  



 

Fig. 1. Example output of a stochastic point model for the spread of tree disease showing susceptible (S, green), 

infected (I, yellow to red) and removed trees (R, black).  

Emergent robustness of bacterial quorum sensing in fluid flow 

Philip Pearce1,2, Mohit Dalwadi3 

1Harvard Medical School, USA, 2University College London, UK, 3University of Oxford, UK 

Bacteria use intercellular signalling, or quorum sensing (QS), to share information and respond 

collectively to aspects of their surroundings. The autoinducers that carry this information are exposed to 

the external environment; consequently, they are affected by factors such as removal through fluid flow, 

a ubiquitous feature of bacterial habitats ranging from the gut and lungs to lakes and oceans. To understand 

how QS genetic architectures in cells promote appropriate population-level phenotypes requires 

knowledge of how these architectures determine the QS response in realistic spatiotemporally varying flow 

conditions. 

Here we develop and apply a general theory that identifies and quantifies the conditions required for 

QS activation in fluid flow by systematically linking cell- and population-level genetic and physical 

processes [1]. We predict that when a subset of the population meets these conditions, cell-level positive 

feedback in autoinducer production promotes a robust collective response by overcoming flow-induced 

autoinducer concentration gradients (Fig. 1). By accounting for a dynamic flow in our theory, we predict that 

positive feedback in cells acts as a low-pass filter at the population level in oscillatory flow, allowing a 

population to respond only to changes in flow that occur over slow enough timescales. 

Overall, our findings suggest that positive feedback in QS gene-regulatory networks allows cell populations 

to act as spatiotemporally non-local sensors of fluid flow, and avoid an isolated or premature 

commitment to costly multicellular phenotypes. Our theory is readily extendable and provides a 

framework for assessing the functional roles of diverse QS genetic architectures in complex environments. 
 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of quorum sensing in fluid flow (left), including the gene-regulatory network inside 

cells, which includes positive feedback in the production of signalling molecules called autoinducers (right); (b) We 

predict that at a critical cell density, positive feedback causes autoinducers to flood the cell population, overcoming 

concentration gradients imposed by fluid flow; (c) We find that positive feedback in cells acts as a low-pass filter to 

oscillations in flow at the population level; for fast oscillations in flow, oscillations in autoinducer concentration are 



much smaller than for slow oscillations in flow. All concentrations plotted correspond to the maximum 

concentration of autoinducers in the cell population. 

[1] M. Dalwadi, P. Pearce, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 118, e2022312118 (2021) 

Optimizing decision making of microswimmer chemotaxis using genetic algorithms 
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Many bacteria and eukaryotic cells perform chemotaxis in order to move towards or away from various 

chemical sources. A number of models for their chemotactic strategies and underlying biochemical 

mechanisms have been developed. However, it remains unclear how internal chemotactic pathways interact 

with the decisions of swimming cells to change their shape and to dynamically adapt their swimming gaits 

to move up chemical gradients. 

 

We propose a simple concept which demonstrates that microswimmers are able to learn chemotaxis 

and apply their knowledge to diverse chemical environments by developing an internal decision making 

machinery which uses measured chemotactic signals to adjust their locomotion strategy [1]. Our approach 

uses unsupervised reinforcement learning, combined with artificial neural networks (ANNs) optimized by 

the NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) genetic algorithm applied to the three-bead Najafi-

Golestanian swimmer moving force-free in a viscous fluid (Fig. 1A) within a chemical environment (Fig. 1B). 

During training the so-called agent uses as input information about the chemical field and the state of the 

swimmer (arm lengths and velocities), and proposes actions (i.e. forces F1 and F3 on the outer beads, and 

using the force-free condition F2 = - F1 - F3) by optimizing an ANN (Fig. 1C) which potentially includes 

hidden neurons (green dashed) by maximizing its fitness (Fig. 1D), e.g. the mean swimming speed along the 

positive gradient of the chemical field. 

 

We show that the microswimmer learns to move autonomously towards high field concentrations in 

piece-wise linear gradients. Therefore we set up a framework for an ANN- based chemotactic machinery 

with different measures of the field gradient, i.e. spatial or temporal comparisons of the chemical field 

values, of relevance for eukaryotic and bacterial chemotaxis, respectively. Surprisingly simple ANNs with 

different efficient chemotactic strategies are found using NEAT. We further demonstrate that a 

microswimmer which has solely been trained in constant gradients is able to efficiently perform chemotaxis 

in more complicated chemical fields, such as static and time-varying Gaussian profiles. Interestingly, by 

including noise in temporal sensing a biased run-and-tumble motion naturally emerge.  

 

The corresponding run times up and down the gradient are exponentially distributed, as measured in many 

experiments, and biased towards positive field gradients. For some internal machineries, a noise-to signal 

ratio determine the chemotactic response. 

All in all, our work demonstrates how basic features of chemotaxis emerge from unsupervised learning 

through evolution of neural networks with genetic algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 1. (A) Three-bead 

swimmer in a viscous and 

chemical (B) 

environment. (C) An 

agent controls the forces 

F1 and F3 on the beads 

and hence the motion of 

the arms. (D) Reward 

function to be maximized 

via reinforcement 

learning in succesive 

NEAT ANN generation. 
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P1.01. Pollen grain identification using semantic image segmentation 

James A. Grant-Jacob, Matthew Praeger, Robert W. Eason and Ben Mills 

University of Southampton, UK 

It is estimated that the prevalence of allergic rhinitis in the European population is 25% [1], with pollen species 

and an individual’s age also determining their susceptibility to illness [2]. Since some of the effects of allergic 

rhinitis are symptoms such as asthma attacks, developing a sensor that is able to determine both the species 

and the amount of pollen within a person’s vicinity, could allow that individual to avoid high pollen counts and 

even allow identification of species with which they are most vulnerable. At present, one of the main methods 

for determining the pollen count in a region is to collect pollen grains via Burkard traps [3], whereupon the 

collected sample is analyzed daily in a laboratory using a microscope. 

In order for individuals to be able to determine levels within their vicinity, a sensor with a small footprint that 

can work in real-time would be advantageous. In addition, such a sensor might be required to determine the 

species of pollen grains present, even from within mixtures that contain non-pollen particulates. A small 

footprint sensor capable of such a task could be developed via lensless imaging. As such, images of pollen 

grains could be generated by illuminating them with a laser beam and processing their scattering patterns 

using deep learning neural networks [4]. However, additional methods need to be used to determine the 

species from the images, including images of mixtures of pollen species.  

Here, we use semantic image segmentation (colour labelling of pixels in images) [5], to identify pollen grains 

in images generated from their scattering patterns. More specifically, we train a neural network on non-mixtures 

of species and test on mixtures of species, and importantly, only experimental images (not generated images) 

were used in training and testing the segmentation neural networks, meaning that previously unseen 

experimental pollen (and thus unseen scattering patterns) could be identified from their generated images.  

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2019683118


 

Fig. 1. Concept showing the process of transforming an experimental scattering pattern from pollen grains 

illuminated with laser light, and converting it to an image, then using a second neural network to segment 

that image via colour labelling of different pollen grains, including the background. In this example, 

background is coloured black, Narcissus pollen grain is labelled purple and Iva xanthiifolia pollen is coloured 

orange. 

[1]  Bauchau, V. et al. Eur. Respir. J. 24, 758–764 (2004). 

[2]  Rodinkova, V. V. Acta Agrobot. 68, 383–389 (2015). 

[3]  Levetin, E. et al. Grana 39, 294–302 (2000). 

[4]  Grant-Jacob, J. A. et al. Environ. Res. Commun. (2020). 

[5]  Girshick, R. et al. in CVPR ’14 Proceedings 2014 580–587 (2014). 

P1.02. Boundary-interior principle for microbial navigation in complex geometries 

Jan Cammann1, 2, Fabian Jan Schwarzendahl3,2, Tanya Ostapenko2, Danylo Lavrentovich2, Oliver 

Bäumchen4,2, Marco G. Mazza1,2 

1Loughborough University, UK, 2Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Göttingen, 

Germany, 3Heinrich-Heine-Universität, Düsseldorf, Germany, 4University of Bayreuth, Germany 

In recent years, biological microswimmers have attracted considerable interest due to the biological and 

ecological implications of understanding the mechanisms governing their dynamics. The possibility to harness 

their motion to power microdevices is a topic of exceptional importance for modern microtechnology. When 

the motion of a motile cell is observed closely, it appears erratic, and yet the combination of nonequilibrium 

forces and surfaces can produce striking examples of organization in microbial systems. While our current 

understanding is based on bulk systems or idealized geometries, it remains elusive how and at which length 

scale self-organization emerges in complex geometries. Here, using experiments, analytical and numerical 

calculations we study the motion of motile cells under controlled microfluidic conditions, and demonstrate 

that a robust topology of probability flux loops organizes active motion even at the level of a single cell exploring 

an isolated habitat. By accounting for the interplay of activity and interfacial forces, we find that the boundary’s 

curvature determines the nonequilibrium probability fluxes of the motion. We theoretically predict a universal 

relation between fluxes and global geometric properties that is directly confirmed by experiments. Our results 

represent the first general description of the structure of nonequilibrium fluxes down at the single cell level 

opening the possibility to decipher the most probable trajectories of motile cells and may enable the design 

of active topological materials. 



 

Fig. 1. Steady-state nonequilibrium fluxes within an elliptical compartment. The fluxes obtained by direct analysis of the 

experimental trajectories are shown on the left. The fluxes resulting from Brownian dynamics simulations are shown on 

the right. 

[1]  J. Cammann, et al., under review. ArXiv:2011.02811 (2020). 

[2]  T. Ostapenko, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 068002 (2018). 

P1.03. Microrheology of Topologically Active DNA 

Davide Michieletto 

University of Edinburgh, and Institute of Genetics and Molecular Medicine, UK 

Polymer physics principles are increasingly acknowledged and applied to understand the behaviour of 

genome organisation and biopolymers in vivo [1]. In spite of this they heavily rely on the assumption that 

polymers do not change topology (or architecture) in time. This is not the case for DNA, which is constantly 

topologically re-arranged within the cell nucleus [2].  

Inspired by this, here I propose to study entangled systems of polymers which can selectively alter their 

topology and architecture in time and may expend energy to do so. I argue that solutions of topologically 

active (living) polymers can display unconventional viscoelastic behaviours and can be conveniently realised 

using solutions of DNA functionalised by certain families of proteins [3,4].  

In this talk I will present some results on the microrheology of entangled DNA undergoing digestion by 

restriction enzymes and ligation by T4 ligase [4]. I will present theories, simulations and experiments using 

particle tracking microrheology showing that that we can harness this non-equilibrium process to yield time-

varying viscoelastic behaviours that may find application in controlled drug delivery.  

Finally, I will argue that these are the simplest examples of a potentially very broad family of systems in 

which the material properties of DNA-based complex fluids is affected by topological operations performed 

by energy-consuming proteins on DNA. Beyond the design of unconventional flow behaviour, these systems 

may shed new light on the workings of certain vitally important classes of proteins. 

 

[1] Michieletto, Lusic, Marenduzzo & Orlandini, Nat. Commun. 10, 575 (2019).  

[2] Orlandini, Marenduzzo & Michieletto, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 116, 8149–8154 (2019). 

[3] Michieletto, Entropy 22, 1130 (2020).  



[4] Michieletto et al, in preparation.  

P1.04. Energetic cost of the cross-talk between calcium dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism 

Voorsluijs Valérie and Alexander Skupin 

University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg 

Ion exchanges across mitochondrial membrane play a crucial role for energy metabolism [1,2]. In this work, 

we focus on the interplay between Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism. Ca2+ activates different 

enzymes of the TCA cycle and thereby enhances ATP production, while Ca2+ exchanges via SERCA and 

PMCA pumps are consuming ATP. The kinetics of this coupling has been studied with mathematical 

modelling [3–5], but its concrete energetic cost remains elusive. Here, we investigate this cost 

computationally by means of the entropy production rate (EPR) of Ca2+ exchanges and major mitochondrial 

metabolic processes. We show that the EPR as a measure for the throughput of the Gibbs free enthalpy of 

the TCA cycle exhibits a maximum in dependence on the glucose level, which could represent an optimal 

working regime of cells. 

[1] F. Wu, et al., J. Biol. Chem. 282, 24525–24537 (2007). 

[2] A.-C. Wei, et al., Biophys. J. 100, 2894–2903 (2011). 

[3] G. Magnus, J. Keizer, Am. J. Physiol. 274, C1158-1173 (1998). [4] R. Bertram, et al., J. Theor. 

Biol. 243, 575–586 (2006). 

[5] B. Wacquier, et al., Sci. Rep. 6, 19316 (2016). 

P1.05. Active Surfaces and Defect-Mediated Morphogenesis 

Ludwig A. Hoffmann, Livio N. Carenza, and Luca Giomi 

Leiden University, The Netherlands 

There is growing evidence for the importance of topological defects in morphogenesis with several recent 

experiments [1-3] observing that the presence of defects fundamentally changes the morphodynamics 

of tissues and guides their shape changes. However, a detailed understanding and explanation of these 

observations is still missing. 

 

We present an analytic theory describing the dynamics of an active surface, a two-dimensional deformable 

surface coupled to an active liquid crystal on the surface. We show how introducing defects can influence 

the dynamics of the active surface and, in particular, how a buckling-like instability can arise at the position 

of a defect. We supplement our analytic theory with simulations. Our findings offer an explanation for the 

recent observations and are relevant to understanding morphogenesis and active surfaces in general. 

 

[1] Keber et al. Science 245 (2014) 

[2] Guillamat et al. BioRxiv (2020) 

[3] Maroudas-Sacks et al. Nat. Phys. 17 (2021) 

 



 

P1.06. Exploring deep learning for MRI sequence transformation 

James A. Grant-Jacob1, Chris Everitt2, Robert W. Eason1, Leonard J. King2 and Ben Mills1 

1University of Southampton, UK, 2University Hospital Southampton, UK 

Over the past four decades, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [1] has become an indispensable tool for 

imaging the human body, and is now extensively utilised for the investigation of a wide variety of clinical 

conditions. In comparison with other imaging techniques such as conventional radiography [2] or ultrasound 

[3] however, MRI can be time-consuming and expensive [4] in some cases, taking in excess of 30 minutes 

per patient and costing up to around £1000, depending on the number and type of sequences employed, 

each of which takes several minutes to acquire. Thus, there is interest in developing faster MRI scans to 

improve patient throughput, reduce cost and provide a better patient experience. 

The various MRI image series correspond to different pulse sequences, which are used to display varying tissue 

characteristics. Since most series are carried out sequentially, being able to convert from one to another could 

substantially reduce scan times.  

In this study, we used deep convolutional neural networks [5] to generate T2 SPACE images from T1 VIBE 

images (figure 1). This process involved training a network on T1 VIBE images of the left hand, to generate 

equivalent T2 SPACE images of the left hand. The neural network was then tested on the right hand T1 VIBE 

images to generate T2 SPACE images.  

Analysis of the results indicated that the neural network considered the structures in the surrounding ~ 1 cm 

when converting to T2, hence implying that the neural network was able to identify structural relationships 

between the sequences. However, some features measuring < 2 mm differed between the actual and 

generated T2 images, and grid patterning was evident from the generated T2 images.  

Utilising deep learning for sequence transformations could enable faster MRI scanning due to reduced 

sequences with resulting increased throughput, reduced cost, improved patient experience and reduced 

patient waiting times. Additional work, such as synergising physics-based modelling with neural networks, will 

however be required to optimise image quality and show that deep learning can accurately recreate T2 

characteristics from T1 images. 



 

Fig. 1. Concept for using deep learning to transform a T1 VIBE sequence image into T2 SPACE sequence image. 

[1]  Erasmus, L. J. et al. South African Med. J. 8, 13 (2004). 

[2]  Frankel, R. I. West. J. Med. 164, 497 (1996). 

[3]  Wells, P. N. T. et al. J. R. Soc. Interface 8, 1521–1549 (2011).  

[4]  Rua, T. et al. Bone Joint J. 101-B, 984–994 (2019). 

[5]  Grant-Jacob, J. A. et al. Environ. Res. Commun. (2020). 

P1.07. Intracellular rheology of red blood cells 

A. Briole1, T. Podgorski2, and B. Abou
1 

1

Université de Paris, France, 2Université Grenoble Alpes, France 

Characterizing the rigidity of red blood cells (RBCs) and their heterogeneity in a blood sample is a key 

parameter in understanding erythrocyte diseases. We propose a method of intracellular rheology based on 

molecular rotors, viscosity sensitive fluorescent probes [1]. Experiments were conducted on RBCs whose 

rigidity was varied with temperature. We show that the DASPI molecular rotor can detect variations in their 

overall rigidity, with a fluorescence signal that increases with cell stiffness (cf. Fig. 1). A simple RBC model 

was developed to separate the cytosol and membrane contributions, allowing a qualitative comparison 

of the variation of cytosol viscosity with independent viscosity measurements of hemoglobin solutions. 

These experiments show that the rotor is able to detect stiffness heterogeneity at the cellular level within a 



sample and open up the possibility of new diagnostic techniques, especially in the case of sickle cell 

disease in which hemoglobin polymerization is directly related to the stiffening of RBCs and to the 

development of painful vaso-occlusive crises.  

 

Fig. 1. Fluorescence microscopy of RBCs at different temperatures (excitation 480 ± 20 nm, emission 595 ± 

30 nm). (a) Images of RBCs with increasing temperature in a 1 mM DASPI solution (scale bar: 10 µm); (b) 

fluorescence intensity of RBCs as a function of temperature in 0.1 mM and 1 mM DASPI solutions; RBCs 

come from five donors, approximately four hundred cells were imaged at each temperature and their average 

intensity was measured. The fluorescence intensity increases with decreasing temperature i.e with the 

stiffness of the red blood cells. 

[1] M.A. Haidekker, E.A Theodorakis, Journal of Biological Engineering. 4, 1-14 (2010). 

[2] A. Briole, T. Podgorski, B. Abou, submitted to Soft Matter (2021); hal-03169249. 

P1.08. Molecular mechanisms for autonomous length and sequence control in template copying processes 

Jordan Juritz1, Jenny M. Poulton2, and Thomas E. Ouldridge1 

1Imperial College London, UK, 2Royal Holloway, University of London, UK 

Templated polymer copying is fundamental to the synthesis of the nucleic copolymers and proteins 

in biology. It is also a promising framework for the synthesis of information-rich and functionally diverse 

synthetic copolymers [1] and a test-bed for the experimental investigation of non-equilibrium phenomena 

in molecular systems [2]. A successful copying system generates highly correlated ensembles of daughter 

copolymers which are identical to the template in length and sequence. Biological systems achieve this 

autonomously; the process is driven only by the turnover of chemical fuel available in the environment, 

without systematic time-varying conditions. However, current enzyme-free, synthetic templated copying 

protocols are either non- autonomous (relying on external driving by systematic time-varying conditions) or, 

in achieving autonomy, lose accuracy and length control. 

 

Theoretical investigations into autonomous discrimination mechanisms, that explicitly account for the 

separation of copy and template, confirm that accurate copying is an intrinsically non- equilibrium process 

[3]. Recently, a novel DNA strand displacement reaction motif [2], capable of autonomously generating 

non-equilibrium product distributions, was used to template the completion of dimers. Despite recent 

advances in our theoretical and experimental understanding of accuracy control in these processes, little 

attention has been directed toward achieving control over the length distribution of copolymers in an 

autonomous copying context. 

 

We ask what kinds of monomer-template and monomer-monomer interactions, in the absence of enzymes, 

grant sequence and length control in autonomous template copying. We simulate the stochastic dynamics 

of whole and partial copolymers and monomers on a single, finite- length template, as shown in Fig 

1. We address the conflicts that autonomous mechanisms pose for length control in a simple model. 

We demonstrate mechanisms that result in autonomous synthesis of copolymers with tightly controlled 

lengths and sequences, that spontaneously separate from arbitrarily long templates. These mechanisms 

could be implemented with DNA strand displacement reactions [2] and may be beneficial for granting 

control over other autonomous copolymerisation protocols. By identifying the physical principles of control 

in autonomous template copying systems, we present a key step toward the creation of evolvable, self-

replicating synthetic copolymers. 

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-03169249
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-03169249
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-03169249


 

Fig 1. We simulate the stochastic dynamics of growth of many copolymers on a finite-length template. 

References: 
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P1.09. Hydraulic and electric control of cell spheroids 

Charlie Duclut1, Jacques Prost2,3, and Frank Jülicher1,4,5 

1Max Planck Institute for the Physics of Complex Systems, Dresden, Germany, 2Laboratoire Physico-Chimie 

Curie, Institut Curie, Paris, France, 3Institute, National University of Singapore, Singapore 4Center for Systems 

Biology Dresden, Germany, 5Cluster of Excellence Physics of Life, TU Dresden, Germany 

In addition to generating forces and reacting to mechanical cues, tissues are capable to actively pump fluid 

and create electric current. In this talk, we will discuss how a hydraulic or electrical perturbation, imposed for 

instance by a drain of micrometric diameter, can be used to perturb tissue growth [1]. We address this issue 

in a continuum description of a spherical cell assembly that includes the mechanical, electrical and hydraulic 

properties of the tissue [2,3]. This approach allows us to discuss and quantify the effect of electrohydraulic 

perturbations on the long-time states of the tissue. We highlight that a moderate external pumping or electric 

current can drive a proliferating spheroid to decay. We propose that this could have applications in medicine. 

 

                 

Fig. 1. (Left) Sketch of a spheroid with drain. The drain is used to impose an electric current 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑡 or a volumetric flow 

rate 𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡, driving a fluid flow or current density throughout the cell spheroid. (Right) Normalized spheroid size 𝑅2/𝑅0 

(red curve) and lumen size 𝑅1/𝑅0 (blue curve) normalized as a function of the normalized time 𝑡/𝜏0. At time 𝑡/𝜏0 = 1, 

an external volumetric flow �̂� = 𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡/𝑄0  is imposed (dashed black curve; its magnitude is not at scale), leading to 

the spheroid suppression.  
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P1.10. Robust prediction of target location using turbulent odor plumes 

Nicola Rigolli1,3, Nicodemo Magnoli1, Lorenzo Rosasco2, and Agnese Seminara3 

1University of Genoa, Italy, 2University of Genoa, Italy, 3 University of Cote d’Azur and CNRS, France  

Making sense of turbulence is an interesting and open problem; living systems evolved the ability to 

decode olfactory information carried by surrounding flows, even in dramatically intermittent and noisy 

environments. Odor is a complex signal: plumes are detected in isolated pockets, or “whiffs”, separated 

by “blanks”, periods where the odor cannot be detected (Fig. 1.A3), [1]. Animal behavior and neural 

recordings show that the brain is able to quantify the intensity of an odor, as well as the timing of odor 

encounters [2]. However, whether intensity or timing of odor detections is more informative for olfactory-

driven behavior is not understood. Here, we ask which kind of features (e.g. average of the odor 

concentration, intermittency factor, ...) best predicts the location of a target, using the odor it releases in 

the environment. We feed data from accurate numerical simulations (DNS) of odor transport (Fig. 1.A) 

to supervised learning algorithms that learn how to connect odor to target location. We find that 

individual features predict target location even from several meters, but ranking of the features varies in 

space. Intensity features are most useful in more concentrated conditions, i.e. at close range or near the 

substrate, while timing features are most useful in dilute conditions, i.e. far from the source or from the 

substrate (Fig. 1.B). Mixing features from the two classes dramatically improves predictions everywhere 

in space. Features within each class are redundant, hence their combination provides no advantage. 

Consistently, predictions using all features together are as good as predictions using mixed pairs. 

Different parameters (i.e. detection threshold, sampling frequency, memory, flow sparsity) were varied 

to make the analysis as broad as possible. Thus, even within a well-defined turbulent flow, achieving 

robust performances requires to either switch among different features or to combine them 

appropriately. Correspondingly, odor representation may be required to vary in space or, alternatively, 

to enable the computation of both  kinds of features simultaneously. These are concrete hypotheses 

that can be tested by probing whether animals alter their behavior and odor representation depending on 

their position relative to a target. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Turbulent odor cues are patchy and intermittent. Odor snapshot top view at source height (A.1). 

Snapshots are obtained from direct numerical simulations of the Navier-Stokes equations and the 

equation for odor transport. Spectra of odor fluctuations compared to the prediction for turbulent 

signals (A.2). Typical time courses of the odor cues at locations labeled with 1 and 2, visualizing noise 

and sparsity (A.3). Performance of intensity and timing features was tested: ranking of individual 



features depends on the spatial location, while coupling one intensity and one timing feature is 

predictive everywhere. 

[1]  A. Celani, E. Villermaux, M. Vergassola, Phys. Rev. X 639 4:4:041015 (2014). 

[2]  S. Gorur-Shandilya, M. Demir, J.Long, D. Clark, T. Emonet, eLife 624 6:e27670 (2017). 

P1.11. Pattern formation and polarity sorting of driven actin filaments on fluid membranes 

Alfredo Sciortino1,2, Alice Yu De La Trobe1,2, Andreas R. Bausch1,2 

1Technische Universität München, Germany 2Center for Protein Assemblies (CPA), Germany 

Collective motion of active matter is ubiquitously observed, ranging from propelled colloids to flocks of bird, 

and often features the formation of complex structures composed of agents moving coherently. However, it 

remains challenging to predict emergent patterns from the binary interaction between agents, especially as 

only a limited number of interaction regimes have been experimentally observed so far.  An example of a 

system exhibiting collective behaviour is the gliding assay, composed of cytoskeletal filaments propelled by 

surface-immobilized molecular motors, such as actin filaments. Gliding filaments are found to interact weakly 

when encountering each other, with binary collisions almost completely ineffective in changing the filaments’ 

relative orientation. Ordered collective structures can however still be observed, including nematic lanes and 

vortices, but require a density high enough that multi-particle collisions can take place [1, 2]. The case, in 

which steric interaction between filaments dominates has, on the other hand, only seldom been observed 

experimentally. 

 

Here, we introduce a variation on the actin gliding assay, in which myosin motors are coupled to a supported 

lipid bilayer (Fig 1.a). Because of slippage on the fluid substrate, motors are unable to push the filaments 

against a load. This results in a strongly steric interaction between filaments, which thus cannot crawl over 

each other and stop upon collision. Eventually, due to fluctuations of their tips, they align nematically. Such a 

binary interaction rule results at higher densities in the emergence of collectively moving structures, including 

streams of filaments (Fig 1.b), vortices and topological defects (Fig 1.c). This happens at a critical density one 

order of magnitude lower than the one observed on solid substrate. Additionally, despite the microscopic 

interaction having a nematic symmetry, the emergent structures are found to be polar, with all filaments 

collectively moving in the same direction. We find that this is due to polar biases introduced by the microscopic 

interaction forcing the filaments to stop upon collision. Transient +1/2 defects turn out to be an efficient 

polarity sorting conformation, acting as wedge-shaped obstacles which trap filaments and lead, upon 

dissolution of the defect, to the formation of highly polar, coherent comets of filaments [3]. We thus connect 

the microscopic interaction with collective structure formation. 

 

We then further extend the experimental system by confining filaments on the inner surface of giant unilamellar 

vesicles and study how collective structure evolve under confinement and in a different topology. We find that 

actin filaments assemble into polar comets on the sphere’s surface and that such structure can also loop on 

themselves because of the finite available surface, giving rise to polar bands and ring-like assemblies, as 

predicted by simulations of polar particles on a sphere [4] (Fig 1.d).  

 



Fig. 1. (a) Schematics of the system; (b) Collective structures composed of actin filaments on a membrane; (c) 

Transient +1/2 defect; (d) Formation of actin bands inside giant vesicles due to activity. 
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P1.12. Deciphering the biophysics of skeletal muscle formation 

Timothy Saunders1,2 

1University of Warwick, UK, 2National University of Singapore, Singapore 

Understanding how complex organ shape emerges during development remains a major challenge. Here, we 

use high spatio-temporal live imaging with biophysical modelling to explore at cellular and tissue scales the 

underlying biophysical processes driving morphogenesis of zebrafish skeletal muscle. In particular, we have 

developed tools to track and characterise the behaviour of every cell in the developing myotome for over 16 

hours. The skeletal muscle of swimming vertebrates forms a distinctive chevron morphology, which is believed 

to aid swimming. This shape can be altered by perturbing muscle cell differentiation or the interaction between 

muscle segments (myotomes) and surrounding tissues.  

We find that, soon after segmentation from the presomitic mesoderm, the future myotome spreads across the 

underlying tissues. The mechanical coupling between the future myotome and the surrounding tissues appears 

to spatially vary, effectively resulting in spatially heterogeneous friction. Using a vertex model combined with 

experimental validation, we show that the interplay of tissue spreading and friction is sufficient to drive the 

initial phase of chevron shape formation. However, local anisotropic stresses, generated during muscle cell 

differentiation, combined with tissue plasticity, are necessary to reach the acute angle of the wild-type 

chevron. This work reveals how a sequence of local cellular events can have a nonlocal and irreversible 

mechanical impact at the tissue scale [1]. 

 

The formation of skeletal muscle fibres into the adult myotome requires the fusion of muscle cells. The resulting 

myotome is a highly ordered structure, with distinctive arrays of multinucleated muscle fibres. Despite 

significant in vitro work, there remain important questions regarding how muscle formation occurs in vivo, such 

as what is the spatio-temporal pattern of fusion within the developing myotome, and how does tissue 

mechanics influence the process of cell fusion and the subsequent cell ordering? 

From our long-time cell trajectories, we have generated spatio-temporal atlases of cell fusion within the 

developing myotome under different conditions. This has revealed that cell fusion appears to be probabilistic, 

with cells fusing when at a particular competency, rather than having distinct spatial information determining 

which cells fuse. Further, fusion events occur with a wide range of cell morphologies and the orientation of the 

fusion events are quite variable. Such data stands in contrasts to 2D in vitro studies of cell fusion. Immediately 

after fusion, cells become less mobile and arrange to form the myotome structure. There appears to be a 

change in the material properties at this stage, to a more solid configuration. In fusion-incompetent embryos, 

cells continue to rearrange position for longer, resulting in increased time for the myotome shape to form. This 

suggests that fusion and elongation are critical in this material transition. 

[1]  S. Tlili et al, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 116, 25430 (2019). 



P1.13. Intermediate structural hierarchy in biopolymer networks modulates the fractal dimension and 

dynamics of percolating clusters 

Benjamin S. Hanson and Lorna Dougan 

University of Leeds, UK 

Protein-based hydrogels are a novel class of hierarchically ordered biological network in which globular, 

functional proteins are the fundamental structural subunit, providing great potential for use as smart 

biomaterials. Similarly to colloidal gels, diffusion is a driving force behind the initial gel formation, and 

when combined with photo-activated cross-linking reactions between specific residues, protein networks 

form. Uniquely in protein hydrogels, proteins unfold under the stresses of network formation and 

hydrodynamic swelling[1], likely making the resulting unfolded proteins the dominant mechanical 

component in the final structure. However, which proteins unfold and why is an as yet unsolved problem, 

and one that requires a solution if we are to discover rational design principles with which to manufacture 

new types of protein hydrogel. 

 

We present our computational investigations into biophysical networks, which aim to provide an 

understanding of how the experimental parameter space available affects the subsequent formation of 

the network. Using bespoke simulations of both monomeric[2] and short polymeric[3,4] subunits, we 

show that the inclusion of intermediate structure fundamentally changes the dynamics of  network 

formation.  Measured decreases  in the fractal dimension and increased percolation speed imply 

differences akin to that between diffusion- and reaction-limited aggregation processes, leading to 

variations in network homogeneity, pore size and cross-link coordination. We show that together, these 

alter the distribution of stress throughout the network, where it is localized, and will ultimately determine 

the nature of unfolding in protein-based hydrogels. 

 

Fig. 1. The range of network systems we are investigating in the Dougan group. a) Variations in cross-link 

site topology across monomeric and polymeric structures. b) Polymer persistence length can also be 

varied. c) Our bespoke model, BioNet, includes localized connectivity between subunits to generate 

space-filling, percolating structures. d) An example of a completed BioNet simulation. 
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P1.14. Life in a Tight Spot: How Bacteria Swim, Disperse, and Grow in Complex Spaces 

Sujit Datta  

Princeton University, USA 

Bacterial motility is central to processes in agriculture, the environment, and medicine. While motility is 

typically studied in bulk liquid or on flat surfaces, many bacterial habitats -- e.g., soils, sediments, and 

biological gels/tissues -- are complex porous media. Here, we use  studies of E. coli in transparent 3D 

porous media to demonstrate how confinement in a heterogenous medium fundamentally alters motility. 

In particular, we show how the paradigm of run-and-tumble motility is dramatically altered by pore-scale 

confinement, both for cells performing undirected motion and those performing chemotaxis, directed 

motion in response to a chemical stimulus. Our porous media also enable precisely structured multi-

cellular communities to be 3D printed. Using this capability, we show how spatial variations in the ability 

of cells to perform chemotaxis enable populations to autonomously stabilize large-scale perturbations in 

their overall morphology. Finally, we show how when the pores are small enough to prevent cells from 

swimming through the pore space, expansion of a community via cellular growth and division gives rise to 

distinct, highly-complex, large-scale community morphologies. Together, our work thus reveals new 

principles to predict and control the behavior of bacteria, and active matter in general, in complex 

environments. 

P1.15. The Long and Short of templated copying 

Jenny M. Poulton and Thomas E. Ouldridge 

Imperial College London, UK 

A signature feature of living systems is the ability to produce copies of information- carrying molecular 

templates such as DNA. Cells copy sequence information from DNA to RNA and into proteins, which 

are the molecules responsible for the func- tion and regulation of cellular systems. These copies are 

made by assembling a set of monomer molecules into a linear macromolecule with a sequence 

determined by the template. The copies produced are finite-length “oligomers”, or short polymers, which 

must detach from their template in the long term. We argue that this mech- anism of encoding structure 

into the sequence of a oligomer and using a template to target a specific sequence is essential to the 

assembly of complex molecules used by cells. Traditionally, people have ignored the separation of the 

template and copy at the end of the process, but separation is both necessary and fundamentally 

changes the thermodynamics of the process. 

In general, creating an accurate polymer which is correlated with a template costs free energy. 
Omitting separation, this can be compensated for by the extra free energy released by “correct” 
copy/template bonds. Separation requires these bonds be broken, so true copying requires an input 
of free energy. Further to this general thermodynamic consideration, the temporary nature of 
copy/template bonds means that there can be no thermodynamic bias towards accuracy, and the 
generation of accuracy therefore must rely on kinetic discrimination mechanisms and cannot happen 
at equilibrium. This means that accurate copying is a far from equilibrium process. This talk explores 
the consequences of these observation. We start in the infinite length limit where the costs of accuracy 
represent hard thermodynamic bounds1 and then moves to the finite length limit where these same 
limits can be understood as kinetic barriers2. We then discuss copying systems as non-equilibrium 
steady states, which can be analysed as information engines moving free energy between out of 
equilibrium baths. 

 

1J. M. Poulton, P. R. ten Wolde, and T. E. Ouldridge, “Nonequilibrium correlations in minimal dynamical 
models of polymer copying,” PROC NAT ACAD SCI USA 116, 1946 (2019). 

2J. M. Poulton and T. E. Ouldridge, “Edge-effects dominate copying thermodynamics for finite-length 
molecular oligomers,” arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.11255  (2020). 



P1.16. Towards mapping of G-quadruplexes and related structures using solid-state nanopore 

microscope 

Filip Boskovic,1 Jinbo Zhu,1 Pierre Murat,2 Guillaume Guilbaud,2 Ran Tivony,1 Julian E Sale,2 Ulrich 

F Keyser1
 

1University of Cambridge, UK, 2MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, UK 

Non-canonical secondary structures can form in guanine-rich single-stranded DNA (ssDNA).1 Those structures 

are composed of G-tetrads hence named G-quadruplexes (G4s). G4s and related structures can both alter 

gene expression, and particularly transcription.2 Hence, they have been extensively studied and many 

novel techniques for both in vitro and in vivo detection have been developed already.1 

These methods have limitations which include labeling and hardly attaching dyes inside of G4 in dsDNA. 

It cannot be easily applied for label-free detection of G4s in native long DNA fragments. Furthermore, it 

requires labeling which can somehow affect G4 stability and cannot be applied within dsDNA. Thus, 

there is an urgent need for a method for in parallel G4 detection in long native dsDNA and for 

discrimination of different G4-related structures such as G-loops. 

Here, we developed a solid-state nanopore microscope that can map G4s in both ssDNA3,4 and dsDNA 

(Fig.1). Additionally, discrimination and positioning between substructures of G4 like G-loops is 

demonstrated. Finally, we will present preliminary results towards quantitative G4 mapping in native 

genomic fragments with a feature to investigate their stability and susceptibility for small molecules and 

salt conditions. 

 

 

Fig. 1. G-quadruplex (G4) mapping with nanopore microscope (a) DNA molecule (grey) with G4 (in red) is driven 

through nanopore microscope; (b) An example ionic current signature identifies single DNA molecules and G4 

position (red part of signature). 

[1] S. Neidle, S. Balasubramanian, Quadruplex Nucleic Acids, Cambridge: Royal Society of Chemistry 

(2006) 

[2] M. Bochman, et al., Nat. Rev. Genet. 13(11), 770-780 (2012) 

[3] N. Bell, U.F. Keyser, Nat. Nano. 11(7), 645 (2016) 

[4] F. Boskovic, et al., Nano Lett. 19(11), 7996-8001 (2019) 

P1.17. Uncovering Mechanisms of HIV Integration in DNA-RNA hybrids 

Cleis Battaglia1, Marina Lusic2, Davide Michieletto1
 



1 University of Edinburgh, UK. 2 Department of Infectious Diseases, Integrative Virology, Heidelberg 

University Hospital and German Center for Infection Research, Heidelberg, Germany 

HIV is a retrovirus that infects organisms by inserting its DNA within the genome of the host. The integration of 

the viral genome can occur at different sites in the host genome and it is now known that these sites are far 

from randomly distributed. Uncovering the mechanisms leading to this non-random integration site selection 

is one of the major challenges in (HIV) virology and is intimately related to genome biophysics [1,2]. 

 

Recently, the Lusic group in Heidelberg has discovered that there is a correlation between HIV integration sites 

in patients and the position of so-called Rloops, DNA-RNA hybrid structures which are thought to form in 

proximity of actively transcribed genes. R-loops can be a source of genome instability, but they have also been 

suggested to play important regulatory roles for the correct functioning of the cell [3]. 

 

In this talk/poster I will present both experimental and simulation data on my recent work where, by means of 

Molecular Dynamics simulations and bioinformatic analysis, I have been investigating the causal relationship 

between R-loops and HIV integration sites. My findings suggest that shorter Rloops – which are more likely 

associated with highly transcriptionally active genes – are also the most targeted by HIV and that this may be 

partly explained by the so-called “geometric catalyst” effect, i.e. that pre-stressed and bent DNA segments are 

more likely to be integrated by HIV [2]. 

 

[1] B. Lucic et al., “Spatially clustered loci with multiple enhancers are frequent targets of HIV-1 integration”, 

Nature Communications, 2020. 

[2] D. Michieletto, M. Lusic, D. Marenduzzo, and E. Orlandini, “Physical principles of retroviral integration in 

the human genome”, Nature Communications, 2019. 

[3] Y. Carrasco-Salas et al., “The extruded non-template strand determines the architecture of R-loops”, 

Nucleic Acids Research, 2019. 

P1.18. Magnetic muscular multicellular aggregates: focusing on fluid-like properties of tissue models and 

driving macroscopic organization 

I. Nagle1, F. Delort
1

, S. Hénon1, S. Batonnet-Pichon1, C. Wilhelm
2

, and M. Reffay1 

1Université de Paris, France, 2Sorbonne Université, France 

Creating in vitro models of skeletal muscle reproducing its multi-scale aligned structure and its function 

would offer a polyvalent platform for mechanobiology but also for the development of new drugs or gene 

therapies to treat muscular traumatisms or diseases. To address this challenge, the use of magnetic fields 

and forces, via the incorporation of biocompatible superparamagnetic nanoparticles (γ-Fe2O3) in the 

cells is promising. This magnetic labelling enables both the manipulation of cells at distance to create purely 

cellular aggregates of controlled shapes and the application of forces to measure their mechanical properties 

and to drive their differentiation into functional muscular cells. Using mouse muscle precursor cells C2C12, 

we obtained multicellular aggregates without support matrix of unprecedented size (1 mm). The aggregate 

deformations with a magnetic field enable to measure its macroscopic mechanical properties (surface 

tension, Young modulus). We looked at the interplay between the individual cell properties (cell-cell 

adhesions, actin structure and tension) and the mechanical properties at the tissue scale revealing the 

importance of desmin disorganization in macroscopic rigidity and surface tension (Fig. 1). By studying 

desmin-mutated muscle precursor cells [1], we enhanced the fundamental role of the architecture of 

intermediate filament network in this 3D tissue model. 

 



 

Fig. 1. Mechanical properties measurements of muscle precursor cell spheroids (a) The spheroid 

equilibrium profile enables the measurement of surface tension (by adjusting the profile, in red) and of the 

Young modulus (thanks to the contact area in green) [2]. (b) Immunofluorescence of C2C12 in 2D 

expressing wild-type desmin (DesWT) or mutated desmin D399Y (DesMUT). Nuclei are labelled in blue 

and desmin is labelled in green. We observe a cytoplasmic aggregation of desmin (white arrows) in 

30% of DesMUT cells in these conditions. (c) Cytoplasmic aggregation of desmin leads to an increase 

in surface tension in DesMUT cell spheroids. 

A magnetic stretcher is now developed to stimulate mechanically for several days multicellular 

aggregates of muscle precursor cells trapped between two mobile magnets and induce their differentiation 

into fused aligned muscular cells. This magnetic stretcher represents a new tool to study cell deformation 

under stretching and muscle cell differentiation. 

 

[1] BD. Segard et al., N-acetyl-L-cysteine prevents stress-induced desmin aggregation in cellular models of 

desminopathy, Plos One, 8(10) (2013) 

[2] F. Mazuel et al, Magnetic flattening of stem-cell spheroids indicates a size-dependent elastocapillary 

transition, PRL, vol 114, 098105 (2015) 

P1.19. Motor Protein Transport on Cytoskeleton Networks 

Nadine Dempers1,2, and Kristian Müller-Nedebock1,2 

1Stellenbosch University, South Africa, 2 National Institute of Theoretical Physics, South Africa 

Motor proteins are responsible for the active transport of various organelles and secretory vesicles 

throughout the interior of cells by dragging them along the filaments of the cytoskeleton.  The timely arrival  

of the cargoes at their respective destinations is required for the success of many cellular processes, 

including cell division. Theoretical models of the dynamics and diffusion of motor proteins throughout the 

interior of cells may provide further insights into such intracellular processes. Due to the nature and 

branching of the cytoskeleton networks along which the motor proteins walk, such theoretical models are 

currently lacking. For this reason, the possibilities of analytically modeling the motion of motor proteins 

along cytoskeleton networks will be explored. To begin this exploration, the Langevin dynamics of a single 

motor protein transporting a cargo as it progresses along different configurations of a single filament of the 

cytoskeleton will be considered.  The mathematical challenge posed by modelling this process in a similar 

manner for more intricate filament configurations will be addressed through a combination of the Martin-

Siggia-Rose formalism with a networking theory employed in polymer physics (see e.g. [1]).  This will be 



concluded with a glimpse of how the formalism may allow for the extension of the model to describe 

transport over a density of filaments that one might expect to find within a cell. 

[1]  S.F. Edwards,  J. Phys. Fr., vol. 49, pp. 1673–1682, (1988). 

P1.20. A microfluidic platform for continuous purification of cell-sized vesicles 

Ran Tivony1, Marcus Fletcher1, Kareem Al Nahas, and Ulrich F Keyser 

University of Cambridge, UK 

Cell-sized vesicles like giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) are established as a promising biomimetic model for 

studying cellular phenomena in isolation. However, the presence of impurities and by- products, generated 

from vesicles preparation and manipulation, severely limits the utility of GUVs in studies of core biological 

systems and applications like synthetic cells. Therefore, with the rapidly growing field of synthetic biology, 

there is an emergent demand for developing techniques that can continuously purify cell-like vesicles from 

diverse impurities, while GUVs are being simultaneously synthesized. We developed a microfluidic platform 

capable of purifying GUVs through stream bifurcation, where one stream contains vesicles and the second 

consists of all other dissolved and dispersed impurities (figure 1). By incorporating the purification module with 

a microfluidic-based GUV-formation method, octanol-assisted liposome assembly (OLA), we established an 

integrated microfluidic unit that continuously produces and purifies freshly prepared GUVs from various 

contaminants – from molecules to micron-size oil droplets – with very high efficiency (𝑒 = 0.99), based on size and 

on mechanical and interfacial properties. Our proposed purification method can be incorporated with other 

microfluidic- based techniques to form a complete production-line for constructing diverse artificial cell models 

from the bottom up. 

  

 

Fig 1. Separation of GUVs from oil droplets. A. Illustration of the main concept of vesicles purification through 

stream bifurcation by forcing a stream of GUVs + impurities to one sidewall of a pinched-segment using a washing 

solution focusing stream. B. Purification of OLA-GUVs from oil droplets of different sizes. 

P1.21. Control and Controllability of Micro-swimmers by an External Flow 

Clément Moreau1, Kenta Ishimoto1, Eamonn A. Gaffney2, Benjamin Walker2 

1RIMS, Kyoto University, Japan, 2Wolfson Centre for Mathematical Biology, University of Oxford, UK 
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With the continuing rapid development of artificial microrobots and active particles, questions of 

microswimmer guidance and control are becoming ever more relevant and prevalent. 

 

In this talk, we will explore the guidance of a microswimming robot via modulation of a background 

fluid flow, in contrast with more common control by an engineered property of the swimmer, such as in 

the case of magnetically propelled microrobots. 

 

Considering a model swimmer in a shear flow and simple geometry (see Fig. 1), we analyse and 

subsequently establish the efficacy of flow-mediated microswimmer positional control. Using well-known 

tools of mathematical control theory, we will address the controllability properties of the system, 

showing that positional and rotational controllability can not be achieved in some unfavorable 

situations. We then study the associated optimal control problem and numerically study the minimal 

time trajectories. Finally, we discuss the robustness of the proposed controls with respect to the shape 

measurement errors and rotational noise. 

 

This exploration gives rise to a number of cautionary observations, which, overall, demonstrate the need 

for the careful assessment of both policy and behavioural robustness when designing control schemes for 

use in practice. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Ellipsoidal swimmer controlled by a variable shear flow. 

P1.22. Continuous step model of expression of genes controlled by closely spaced tandem promoters 

Mohamed N.M. Bahrudeen, Vatsala Chauhan, and Andre S. Ribeiro  

Tampere University, Finland 

We investigate the impact of the physical phenomenon of occlusion by a sitting RNA Polymerase (RNAP) 

on the dynamics of closely spaced promoters in tandem formation (Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B). From the 

single-cell statistics of protein numbers of 20 natural genes controlled by tandem promoters in E. coli, 

we find that those genes whose tandem promoters are distanced (dTSS) by less base pairs than what 

a sitting RNAP occupies have lower expression levels than the others (Fig. 1C). We then propose an 

analytical model accounting for this form of transcription interference. The model is based on a 

continuous step function with respect to dTSS, and its parameters are obtained by fitting it to the 

empirical data by R2 
maximization. Finally, we use this model to predict that the time-length of steps 

following the commitment to open complex formation in transcription initiation can be a key regulatory 

mechanism of the influence of RNAP occlusion in tandem promoters (Fig. 1D). 

 

 

 

u = u(t)yex 



 

Fig. 1. Tandem promoters’ dynamics in Escherichia coli. (A) Illustration of the phenomenon of transcription 

interference in tandem promoters due to occlusion by a sitting RNA Polymerase (RNAP), when the two 

promoters are located in close proximity and (B) Transcription interference due to a ‘sitting duck’ 

phenomenon, where the elongation of the RNAP from the upstream promoter is hindered by an RNAP bound 

to the transcription start site of the downstream promoter. Green and blue clouds are RNAPs, purple bar is 

the gene, and green and blue arrows are the transcription start sites (TSS) of the promoters pointing towards 

the direction where transcription will occur. (C) Empirical data on mean protein expression levels (log10) 

plotted against the distance between TSSs (dTSS in base pairs). Data points are grouped into 3 boxplots 

based on different ranges of dTSS. The red lines in the boxes mark the medians. The bottom and top of 

the boxes are 25th and 75th quantiles, respectively. The black curve is the best fitting curve of the 

continuous step interference model. The grey line is the best zero order fitting line. The preferred continuous 

step function was selected based on its R2 values, reported in the black boxes. (D) Mean Protein 

expression, predicted by the model, varies as a function of the rate constant of the events prior to open 

complex formation (kprior) and the rate constant of events after committing to open complex formation 

(kafter) in transcription initiation. The dark blue surface is the predicted mean protein expression for 

tandem promoters with dTSS ≤ 35, while the light blue surface is the predicted mean expression when dTSS 

> 35. 

P1.23. Preventing co-infection provides competitive advantage while reducing selection efficiency in viral 

populations 

Michael Hunter and Diana Fusco 

University of Cambridge, UK 

Viral co-infection occurs when multiple distinct viral species or strains infect the same host. This can  

impact viral evolution  through  intracellular  interactions,  reassortment  and recombination [1, 2]. However, 

many viral species have mechanisms that prevent co-infection, and so it is natural to ask what impact either of 

these strategies (i.e., allowing or preventing co- infection – Fig. 1a) has on the fate of individuals, and the 

evolution of the wider population. As a model viral system, we use that of bacteriophage and its host bacteria. 

Using a stochastic model of phage-host interactions, we show first that in populations that allow co-

infection, neutral mutants fix less often than in populations where co-infection is prevented, indicating a larger 

effective population size in co-infecting populations. To explore the evolutionary impact on the wider 

population, we quantify the relationship between viral fitness and infection parameters (adsorption rate 

and burst size), and show that the different infection parameters affect the phage growth rate and competitive 

ability in different ways – Fig. 1b. We find that co- infecting populations make it easier to fix beneficial 

mutations and purge deleterious ones compared to non-coinfecting populations, suggesting that selection 

is more efficient in co- infecting populations – Fig. 1b. We also find, however, that in a population that 

allows co- infection, a mutant which prevents it has a substantial competitive advantage over the rest of the 



population, and is preferentially selected even if that mutant also carries a mutation which reduces its growth 

rate by as much as 5% compared to the rest of the population. This suggests that while preventing co-infection 

can have a negative impact on the long-term evolution of a viral population, in the short-term it is ultimately 

a winning strategy. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) In situations where coinfection is prevented (non coinfecting) all phages released upon lysis are 

the same as the initial infector, whereas when coinfection occurs the phages are of both types. (b) Probability 

of mutant fixation as a function of the selective advantage predicted from the growth rates in isolation sgrowth. 

Growth rates can be altered by changing either the adsorption rate or burst size . Selection is more 

efficient in coinfecting populations due to the larger effective population size Ne=1/Pfix, and adsorption rate 

mutations have a larger impact than burst size mutations in a competitive situation, compared to their effects 

on growth rate in isolation. 

[1]         N. Vijay, et al., Journal of General Virology 89(6), (2008). 

[2] R. Sanjuán, P. Domingo-Calap. Genetic Diversity and Evolution of Viral Populations. 

Encyclopedia of Virology. p. 53–61. (2021). 

P2.01. WITHDRAWN  

P2.02. Sensing cell shape at the micron scale with reaction-diffusion  

Amit R. Singh1,2, Brian A. Camley2 

1Birla Institute of Technology and Science, India, 2Johns Hopkins University, USA 

Preventing co-infection provides competitive advantage while reducing selection 
efficiency in viral populations 

Michael Hunter1 and Diana Fusco1 

1University of Cambridge, UK 

Viral co-infection occurs when multiple distinct viral species or strains infect the same host. 
This can  impact viral evolution  through  intracellular  interactions,  reassortment  and 
recombination [1, 2]. However, many viral species have mechanisms that prevent co-infection, 
and so it is natural to ask what impact either of these strategies (i.e., allowing or preventing co- 
infection – Fig. 1a) has on the fate of individuals, and the evolution of the wider population. As 
a model viral system, we use that of bacteriophage and its host bacteria. Using a stochastic 
model of phage-host interactions, we show first that in populations that allow co-infection, 
neutral mutants fix less often than in populations where co-infection is prevented, indicating a 
larger effective population size in co-infecting populations. To explore the evolutionary impact 
on the wider population, we quantify the relationship between viral fitness and infection 
parameters (adsorption rate and burst size), and show that the different infection parameters 
affect the phage growth rate and competitive ability in different ways – Fig. 1b. We find that co- 
infecting populations make it easier to fix beneficial mutations and purge deleterious ones 
compared to non-coinfecting populations, suggesting that selection is more efficient in co- 
infecting populations – Fig. 1b. We also find, however, that in a population that allows co- 
infection, a mutant which prevents it has a substantial competitive advantage over the rest of 
the population, and is preferentially selected even if that mutant also carries a mutation which 
reduces its growth rate by as much as 5% compared to the rest of the population. This suggests 
that while preventing co-infection can have a negative impact on the long-term evolution of a 
viral population, in the short-term it is ultimately a winning strategy. 
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Some dividing cells sense their shape by becoming polarized along their long axis1. Cell polarity is controlled 

in part by Rho GTPase proteins cycling between active membrane-bound forms and inactive cytosolic forms, 

modeled as a "wave-pinning" process2. Does shape-sensing emerge from wave-pinning? We show that 

polarization localizing to the long axis can be driven by wave-pinning; a similar underlying instability can lead 

to cells developing circular crawling trajectories3. Simulating wave-pinning on a curved surface, we find that 

high-activity domains migrate to peaks and troughs of the surface. For smooth surfaces, a simple rule of 

minimizing the domain perimeter while keeping its area fixed predicts the final position of the domain and its 

shape. However, when we introduce roughness to our surfaces, shape sensing can be disrupted, and high-

activity domains can become 

localized to locations other than 

the global peaks and valleys of 

the surface. On rough surfaces, 

the domains of the wave-pinning 

model are more robust in finding 

the peaks and troughs than 

predicted by the minimization 

rule. Why? The minimization rule 

models a sharp interface 

between the high and low 

activity regions whereas the 

wave-pinning model has a finite 

interface width. By changing the 

Rho GTPase diffusivity we can 

change the interface width and 

thus the robustness of the 

shape-sensing of the domains. 

Domain size also alters the 

eventual localization of high 

activity on these rough 

membranes. Our results help understand the factors that allow cells to sense their own shape – and the limits 

that membrane roughness can place on this process.  

1. Mittasch, M. et al. Non-invasive perturbations of intracellular flow reveal physical principles of cell 

organization. Nat. Cell Biol. 20, 344–351 (2018). 

2. Mori, Y., Jilkine, A. & Edelstein-keshet, L. Wave-Pinning and Cell Polarity from a Bistable Reaction-

Diffusion System. 94, 3684–3697 (2008). 

3. Camley, B. A., Zhao, Y., Li, B., Levine, H. & Rappel, W.-J. Crawling and turning in a minimal reaction-

diffusion cell motility model: Coupling cell shape and biochemistry. Phys. Rev. E 95, 12401 (2017). 

P2.03. Adhesion dynamics regulate cell intercalation behaviour in an active tissue 

Alexander Nestor-Bergmann1, Guy Blanchard1, Nathan Hervieux1, Alexander Fletcher2, Jocelyn Étienne1, and 

Bénédicte Sanson1 

1University of Cambridge, K, 2University of Sheffield, UK 3Université Grenoble Alpes, France 

Cell intercalation is a key cell behaviour of morphogenesis and wound healing, where local cell neighbour 

exchanges can cause dramatic tissue deformations such as body axis extension.  I will present a mechanical 

 

Figure 1: Simulations showing how a high Rho GTPase activity 

region (red) evolves from an initial position to the peak of the 

membrane, as if minimizing an effective energy, shown 

schematically.  

High Rho GTPase activity



framework that can explore active cell intercalation behaviours in an epithelial tissue [1].  Extending existing 

descriptions, such as vertex models, the junctional actomyosin cortex of every cell is modelled as a continuum 

morphoelastic rod (Fig. 1A), explicitly representing cortices facing each other at bicellular junctions.  Cells are 

described directly in terms of the key subcellular constituents that drive dynamics, with localised stresses from 

the contractile actomyosin cortex and adhesion molecules coupling apposed cortices. This multi-scale 

apposed-cortex formulation reveals key behaviours that drive tissue dynamics, such as cell-cell shearing and 

flow of junctional material past cell vertices.  The model reveals that cell neighbour exchanges can be driven 

by purely junctional mechanisms.  Active contractility and viscous turnover in a single bicellular junction are 

sufficient to shrink and remove a junction (Fig. 1B).  Next, the 4-way vertex is resolved and a new, orthogonal 

junction extends passively.  A timescale associated with adhesion molecules defines a frictional viscosity that 

is an important regulator of these dynamics, modulating tension transmission in the tissue as well as the 

speeds of junction shrinkage and growth.  The model additionally predicts that rosettes, which form when a 

vertex becomes common to many cells, are likely to occur in active tissues with high adhesive friction. 

 

 

Fig. 1. (A) Visualisation of the morphoelastic mechanical model. Cell shapes are defined by a combination of active 

stresses (generated by cells e.g. on the right half of the example cell) and forces transmitted through adhesions from 

surrounding cells. (B) Snapshots from a simulation where active stresses drive junction shrinkage (the junction between 

cells 1 and 3 is removed). In this case, the cells become stuck in a rosette configuration due to the properties of 

adhesions. 

[1]    A. Nestor-Bergmann, G. Blanchard, N. Hervieux, A. G. Fletcher, J. Étienne, B. Sanson, Adhesion 

dynamics regulate cell intercalation behaviour in an active tissue, BioRxiv (2021). 

P2.04. Overcoming product-inhibition in enzyme-free self-sustained templated copying 

Javier Cabello-Garcia, Wooli Bae, Guy-Bart V. Stan and Thomas E. Ouldridge 

Imperial College London, UK  

A fundamental characteristic of what we regard as living systems is the information transference to its progeny. 

This information is stored and transferred in the form of sequence-controlled polymers e.g., DNA. Such 

observation led to the conclusion that life emerged from a prebiotic chemical network capable of amplifying 

certain polymer sequences. The search for a suitable prebiotic sequence-copying mechanism revolves around 

molecular templating [1]. Canonically, templating is depicted as a self-assembly process where the formation 

of a specific polymer sequence is favoured at equilibrium by template-product interactions. However, relying 

on equilibrium led to non-autonomous systems, where the template remains sequestered by its copy. This 

product inhibition becomes stronger for long-sequence polymers, requiring prebiotically unlikely human 

intervention to resume the copying cycle. If we observe current biological templating, like protein formation, 

products detach spontaneously from its template, which act effectively as a catalyst. The catalytic nature of 



template-product interactions means that they are necessarily transient; therefore, the template-

complementary product cannot be favoured in equilibrium, necessarily pushing the templating process far-

from-equilibrium (FFE) by fuel consumption. FFE-templating results in a product-sequence distribution peaked 

around the template-complementary sequence, even if the distribution of sequences at equilibrium is uniform 

due to the absence of template interactions [2]. 

In this work, we build a plausibly prebiotic DNA system capable of FFE-templating the catalytic production of 

sequence-specific dimers. Our enzyme-free DNA system is only composed of two sets of complementary fuel-

monomers: A and B, and a template. This template recognises and catalyses the polymerisation of a specific 

monomer from each subset, e.g., monomer A1 and monomer B3. Our system can autonomously regenerate its 

template thanks to handhold-mediated strand displacement, a novel DNA strand displacement topology 

capable of the direct implementation of FFE-templating [3]. This reaction topology increases the 

polymerisation rate of specific monomer while weakening their interactions with the template. After the 

dimerization, the product only keeps a reversible interaction with the template, ensuring its detachment. This 

way, the template can keep catalysing the dimerization of several monomers. The result is a biased product 

distribution, without modifying the distribution of equiprobable products at equilibrium. We measure and 

model the kinetics of our templating system, and we use this insight to catalyse, with a scarce amount of 

template, more than 20-fold of a specific dimer out of nine possible equally stable products.   

  

Fig. 1. 6-channel fluorescence image of PAGE demonstrating specific product formation. The system is 

composed of two sets of monomers: A and B. Each set has an alphabet of three different monomers, only 

differentiated by its fluorescence labelling and a non-hybridised domain in the final product. Products control: 

75 nM of the specified pair of monomers annealed, e.g. A1+B3=P13. Templated reactions: Results after 40 

hours incubation of 100 nM of each monomer A, 75 nM of each monomer B and 5 nM of a template capable 

of producing a specific product. FRET patterns in both gels are identical except for the excess of unreacted 

monomers in the templated reactions gel. Conditions: TAE 1x, 1M NaCl at 25°C. 

[1] P. Strazewski, Life. 9(1), 11 (2019) 

[2] T.E. Ouldridge, P. Rein Ten Wolde, P, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118 (15), 158103 (2017). 

[3] J. Cabello-Garcia, W. Bae,  G-B. Stan, T.E. Ouldridge, ACS Nano. 15, 2, 3272–3283 (2021) 

P2.05. Understanding the mechanics of myosin through molecular modelling and electron microscopy 

Molly S. C. Gravett, Sarah A. Harris, Stephen P. Muench and Michelle Peckham 

University of Leeds, UK 

Cytoskeletal motors use energy from ATP hydrolysis to perform large-scale motions, however much about this 

chemo-mechanical mechanism is unknown. Using the motor protein myosin 5a (Myo5a) as a model system, 

electron microscopy (EM) and a coarse-grained continuum model (Fluctuating Finite Element Analysis [1, 2] 

(FFEA)), we aim to uncover common features of motor mechanics, whilst developing appropriate pipelines 

to investigate these complex systems. FFEA simulates protein dynamics across large spatiotemporal 

scales with little computational expense, enabling us to capture Myo5a motions which occur on the 

millisecond timescale, not possible by traditional atomistic molecular dynamics techniques. Appealingly, 



low-resolution negative stain- and cryo-EM data can be used as input for these models, bypassing 

the need for high-resolution 3D reconstructions (Fig. 1). Using a combined experimental and computational 

approach is key to studying cytoskeletal motors, as no single technique spans the space and time scales 

they operate across. 

 

 

Fig. 1. (A) negative stain image of dimeric heavy meromyosin (HMM) 5a bound to F-actin; (B) FFEA model 

of myosin 5a HMM bound to F-actin. Arrows in both figures indicate direction of walking. 

[1] A. Solernou et al., “Fluctuating Finite Element Analysis (FFEA): A continuum mechanics 

software tool for mesoscale simulation of biomolecules,” PLOS Comput. Biol., vol. 14, no. 3, 

p. e1005897, Mar. 2018, doi: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005897. 

[2] R. Welch, S. A. Harris, O. G. Harlen, and D. J. Read, “KOBRA: A fluctuating elastic rod model 

for slender biological macromolecules,” Soft Matter, vol. 16, no. 32, pp. 7544–7555, Aug. 

2020, doi: 10.1039/d0sm00491j. 

P2.06. Moved to session 3 

P2.07. High-performance computing and disordered elastic systems theory as a framework to study 

collective cell migration 

Nirvana Caballero, Thierry Giamarchi, and Patrycja Paruch  

University of Geneva, Switzerland 

Controlling cell migration is important in wound healing, infections, morphogenesis, tissue development, 

and tumor growth. However, control over migrating cells either individually or as a proliferating cell front 

remains elusive because the plethora of interactions at widely varying lengthscales present in these 

systems leads to highly complex dynamical and geometrical properties. 

 

The statistical physics framework of disordered elastic systems has proven to be successful in unraveling 

the physical mechanisms behind many inert systems including ferromagnets [1] and ferroelectrics [2]. In 

this work, we show how this framework is also applicable to the study of growing colonies of epithelial 

cells. By analyzing large proliferating cell colonies under different pharmacological modulation, we show 

that it is possible to extract useful information of the whole system by analyzing the colony edges. 

We use analytical predictions of the theory of disordered elastic systems [3] and high- performance 

computation techniques using Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) to analyze billions of points in the 

colony edges. We demonstrate that interactions at two main lengthscales are responsible for the geometrical 

properties of proliferating cell fronts: sub-cell lengthscales and at a lengthscale of 2–10 cells. We show 

that pharmacological modulation significantly affects the proliferation speed of the cell fronts, and 



those modulators that promote cell mobility or division also lead to the most rapid evolution of cell front 

roughness [4] 

 

 

Fig. 1. Proliferating Rat1 fibroblast cell front. (a) Optical phase microscopy image of a section of the cell 

front, overlaid with cytoplasm (blue) and nuclei (red) fluorescence. (b) Superposition of successive 

fluorescence microscopy images taken over 40 hours. (c) The relative displacements Δu (shown in (a)) 

are measured between pairs of points separated by a distance r, and their correlations give a 

quantitative assessment of the cell front roughness B(r). 

[1] N. Caballero, https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.14205. 

 

[2] P. Tuckmantel, I. Gaponenko, N. Caballero, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 117601 (2021). 

[3] N. Caballero, et al., Phys. Rev. B. 102, 104204 (2020). 

[4] G. Rapin, N. Caballero, et al., Sci. Rep. 11, 8869 (2021). 

P2.08. Exploring the Design Rules for Efficient Membrane-Reshaping Nanostructures 

Joel C. Forster, Johannes Krausser, Manish R. Vuyyuru, Buzz Baum, and Anđela Šarić 

University College London, UK 

Our intuition for how nanostructures in nature operate is guided by experimental observation interpreted 

through mechanistic models. Such a strategy rests on the researcher’s ability to navigate the large phase 

space of possible models and parameters to capture the key physics behind complex nanoscale phenomena. 

Here, we take a reverse approach: Rather than deducing the design rules of nanostructures by observing 

nature, we specify the function that the nanostructure should perform and couple an optimization technique 

to coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to iterate upon its design. 

In this study, we investigate the role of the surface patterning of nanostructures for cell membrane reshaping. 

To accomplish this, we combine an evolutionary algorithm with coarse-grained molecular dynamics 

simulations and explore the solution space of ligand patterns on a nanoparticle that promote efficient and 

reliable cell uptake. Surprisingly, we find that in the regime of low ligand number the best-performing structures 

are characterized by ligands arranged into long one-dimensional chains that pattern the surface of the particle. 

We show that these chains of ligands provide particles with high rotational freedom and they lower the free 

energy barrier for membrane crossing. Our approach reveals a set of nonintuitive design rules that can be used 

to inform artificial nanoparticle construction and the search for inhibitors of viral entry. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.14205


 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Graphical representation of the MD-EA scheme developed here; (b) The nanoparticle is covered by 

72 ligands, of which N are active (in blue, represented as “1” in the nanoparticle “genome”) and can bind the 

membrane; (c) Example designs from three different generations along with a snapshot from the last time step 

of their simulation runs. 

P2.09. Understanding the bactericidal mechanism of nanostructured surfaces 

Thomas E Catley, Raveen K Tank, Rebecca M Corrigan, and Andrew J Parnell 

University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK 

The formation of biofilms on medical devices, such as catheter tubes and joint implants, are responsible for a 

large number of nosocomial infections [1]. Traditionally, efforts to combat this problem have focused around 

chemically-active surfaces which elute antibacterial drugs or metal nanoparticles [2], but the increased issues 

surrounding antimicrobial resistance bring these methods into question. First inspired by the wing of the 

cicada Psaltoda claripennis, which was found to kill the gram-negative bacteria Pseudomonas aeruginosa only 

through contact with its surface [3], nanostructured antibacterial surfaces based on mechanical killing negate 

the need for problematic chemicals. Since this first finding, numerous studies have developed antibacterial 

nanostructured surfaces using a range of materials, from silicon to titanium and gold [4]. Despite this, the 

exact mechanism by which the bacteria are killed on the surfaces is still not fully understood. Stretching of the 

outer cell membrane across the nanopillars is thought to be key in the killing effect, however, bacterial growth 

[5] and oxidative stress [6] have also been shown to play a role. Additionally, most of work investigating the 

mechanism of action was based on inorganic surfaces, most of which have Youngs Modulus in the 10s-100s 

of GPa range [7]. This is several orders of magnitude higher than our data for the cicada wing which shows the 

modulus of the nanostructures to be ~ 0.1-1 MPa.     

My work aims to elucidate the bactericidal mechanism of nanostructured surfaces (NSS) and if there is a 

difference between the action of the “soft” biopolymer and the “hard” inorganic surfaces. I have used soft 

lithography to make a series of nanostructured surfaces from a range of polyisoprene/polystyrene-based 

copolymers which provide a range of nanostructure stiffnesses down to the MPa range. Bacterial cell viability 

assays will assess what impact the Youngs modulus of the NSS has on the bactericidal efficacy against 

clinically relevant strains such as Escherichia coli. High resolution fluorescence imaging and atomic force 

microscopy will enable us to see the interaction of the surface nanopillars with individual bacteria, providing 

further insight into the underlying bactericidal mechanism for both types of surface (biopolymer and inorganic).   

   

[1] H. Wu, C. Moser, H. Z. Wang, N. Høiby, and Z. J. Song, “Strategies for combating bacterial biofilm 

infections,” Int. J. Oral Sci., vol. 7, pp. 1–7, 2015. 

[2] B. Jose, V. Antoci, A. R. Zeiger, E. Wickstrom, and N. J. Hickok, “Vancomycin covalently bonded to 



titanium beads kills Staphylococcus aureus,” Chem. Biol., vol. 12, no. 9, pp. 1041–1048, 2005. 

[3] E. P. Ivanova et al., “Natural Bactericidal Surfaces: Mechanical Rupture of Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

cells by Cicada Wings,” Small, vol. 8, no. 16, pp. 2489–2494, 2012. 

[4] A. Tripathy, P. Sen, B. Su, and W. H. Briscoe, “Natural and bioinspired nanostructured bactericidal 

surfaces,” Adv. Colloid Interface Sci., vol. 248, pp. 85–104, 2017. 

[5] M. Köller, N. Ziegler, C. Sengstock, T. A. Schildhauer, and A. Ludwig, “Bacterial cell division is 

involved in the damage of gram-negative bacteria on a nano-pillar titanium surface,” Biomed. Phys. 

Eng. Express, vol. 4, no. 5, 2018. 

[6] J. Jenkins et al., “Antibacterial effects of nanopillar surfaces are mediated by cell impedance, 

penetration and induction of oxidative stress,” Nat. Commun., no. 2020, 2020. 

[7] E. P. Ivanova, D. P. Linklater, M. Werner, V. A. Baulin, X. Xu, and N. Vrancken, “The multi-faceted 

mechano-bactericidal mechanism of nanostructured surfaces,” PNAS, pp. 1–8, 2020. 

P2.10. Phage-host dynamics during spatial expansions modulate rate of loss of genetic diversity 

Nikhil Krishnan1, Kirill Korolev2, and Diana Fusco1 

1University of Cambridge, UK, 2Boston University, USA 

The spread of populations from one habitat to another, or range expansion, is frequently observed across 

domains of life. Accurately predicting evolution is an important goal in many scientific fields and industries, 

but our ability to do so is limited by our understanding of how spatial complexity, such as that which exists 

in a range expansion, impacts a population's subsequent genetic makeup. During a range expansion, 

individuals at the front of the population have first access to resources that lie ahead of the population and 

are more likely to reproduce so that their offspring also benefit from higher resources at the front. As a result, 

there is generally a rapid decrease in genetic diversity in the colonized region during range expansion [1,2]. 

 

Further theoretical work with a generic cooperative growth and dispersal models and experimental work in 

yeast, however, has shown that density-dependent growth or dispersal during range expansion can 

attenuate this diversity loss [3,4]. Recent results show that in the ubiquitous case of viruses and the hosts 

they infect, the virus-host dynamics result in an effective density dependent dispersal, which is a property 

of the system emerging from the latent period in which viral particles are trapped in the host before cell 

lysis occurs. While this lysis time controls the effective growth rate, it also controls how many viral particles 

are available to disperse, resulting in an effective density-dependent dispersal, which is known to effect 

the velocity of viral expansions [5]. Currently, however, it is as of yet unclear exactly how this effective 

density dependence alters the shape of genetic drift, or random sampling of offspring, and subsequently 

the rate of loss of genetic diversity during viral expansions. To address this question, we employed a 

coupled stochastic reaction-diffusion to model phage- host dynamics and analyzed the rate of diversity 

loss. Our system included key aspects of the viral lytic cycle during range expansion, namely dispersal, 

absorption to the host, and cell lysis after a time delay. We additionally performed agent-based 

simulations of these dynamics during range expansions and measured the genetic diversity over time. 

 

Simulations and analysis both show that the lysis time has a strong impact on the rate of genetic diversity 

loss. In addition, this rate can be parameterized as an effective population size of the population front, 

allowing for comparison to the aforementioned generic models of density-dependent dispersal and growth 

during range expansion as well as experimental data with phage-host systems in the future. 
 



 

Fig. 1 (a) Viral lytic cycle during spatial expansions (b) Reaction-diffusion system modeling the dynamics in 

(a).Normalized Effective population (Ne/Vss) (c) as the product of bacterial density (B0), absorption rate (  ), 

and lysis time ( ) are increased, and (d) as just is increased. 

 

[1] S. Klopfstein, M. Currat, L. Excoffier, Mol. Biol. Evol. 23.3, (2006): 482-490. 

[2] C. Rushing, et al., PNAS. 117.23, (2020): 12897-12903. 

[3] S. Gandhi, et al., PNAS. 113.25, (2016): 6922-6927. 

[4] G. Birzu, et al., Ecol. Lett. 22.11, (2019): 1817-1827. 

[5] M. Hunter, et al., arXiv. 2009.11357 (2020). 

P2.11. Interplay of Polydisperse Set of Crowders in Compacting Escherichia coli Nucleoid 

Jaan Männik 

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA 

DNA-protein interactions, supercoiling, compaction by molecular crowders, and transient DNA 

attachments to cell membrane have all been implicated in organizing and compacting bacterial nucleoid. 

However, what contribution different factors have in compacting chromosomal DNA is not clear yet. Here 

we report on two sets of microfluidic experiments where we quantitatively study the role of molecular 

crowders in determining the size of E. coli nucleoid in live cells. In the first set of measurements we use 

mother machine platform and rapidly change the osmolality of the growth media. In the second set of 

measurements we squeeze individual cells in a device, referred to as the microanvil, which we designed 

for such measurements. In both sets of measurements water leaves the cell resulting in increased level 

of crowding. The two types of measurements show that for small increases in the crowder concentration the 

nucleoid behaves as a linear anisotropic spring. However, as the crowder concentration increases above 30% 

from the physiological level, the compressibility of the nucleoid decreases significantly akin to compression 

spring. These mechanical properties of the nucleoid hold in two significantly different growth rates where a 

different ratio of protein to ribosome based cytosolic crowders is present; thus indicating that compaction 

is not sensitive to the composition of crowders. The latter conclusion is further supported by coarse-

grained Brownian dynamics simulations and by free energy arguments. Altogether, our results lend further 

support to the idea that a diverse array of cytosolic proteins and stable RNA molecules are the main factor 

compacting the bacterial DNA within the nucleoid. 

P2.12. Modelling open biological systems with networks of nonautonomous oscillators 

Joe Rowland Adams and Aneta Stefanovska 

Lancaster University, UK 



Biological systems are thermodynamically open systems. In the example of cells, without exchanges of matter 

and energy across their system boundaries, they would be unable to maintain necessary ion concentrations 

and expel waste products. This presents a challenge to traditional physical modelling techniques, which been 

developed with closed systems in mind. 

Constructing models that represent system processes with phase oscillators can much more easily allow for 

an open system than differential equations of its various masses. Focusing on the mass of processes inevitably 

leads to either infinite expansion of the model or the creation of a closed and steady state system, while phase 

oscillators, focusing on the position of processes in their cycles, can create a permanently far from equilibrium 

system reflective of biological reality, without imposing any conservation of mass. 

The openness of biological systems also generates time-dependent dynamics, as the frequent exchanges of 

matter and energy perturb the system to new states. These elements combined can be modelled by networks 

of nonautonomous phase oscillators, each representing a system process. This will be presented in the context 

of the energy metabolism of a cell, where glycolysis, oxidative phosphorylation, glucose supply and oxygen 

supply can each be represented by inter- and intra-connected oscillator networks [1]. 

The synchronisation dynamics of this model can further be analysed in altered parameter states, 

representing, for example, the relatively increased glycolysis of cancer [2] and COVID-19 [3], to learn more 

of the behaviour of these states at a cellular level [1, 4]. 

[1]  J. Rowland Adams, A. Stefanovska, Front. Physiol. 11, 1845 (2021). 

[2] M. G. Vander Heiden, L. C. Cantley, C. B. Thompson, Science. 324, 1029-1033 (2009). 

[3]  P. J. Mullen, et al., Nat. Commun. 12, 1876 (2021). 

[4] G. Lancaster, et al., Sci. Rep. 6, 29584 (2016). 

P2.13. Development of Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticles for NIR-active Theranostics 

Miao Zhao1, Edward Leggett1, Struan Bourke1, Souzana Poursanidou2, Sadie Carter-Searjeant1, Steve Po1, 

Marciano Palma do Carmo1, Lea Ann Dailey3, Philip Manning4, Sean G. Ryan2,5, Laura Urbano2, Mark 

Green1,*, Aliaksandra Rakovich1 

1King’s College London, Strand, UK, 2University of Hertfordshire, UK, 3University of Vienna, Austria, 
4Newcastle University, UK, 5University College London, UK  

Semiconducting polymer PTB7 is a widely studied sollar cell material thus suffers from photodegradation via 

generation of singlet oxygen.1 In this work, the photosensitization property of the PTB7 is explored to develop 

a multi-modal nanoparticles for bioimaging and photodynamic therapy applications. Crucially, we show that 

the solubilizing copolymer shell of the conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPNs) of PTB7 dictated not only the 

aqueous dispersibility of the CPNs, but also their photosensitizing property. PTB7 CPNs coated with F127 

copolymer produced singlet oxygen at a rate ~7.5 times faster than bare (uncoated) PTB7 CPNs, under NIR 

stimulation. In contrast, coating the bare PTB7 CPNs with PSMA copolymer completely quenched said 

generation. Our results show that the solubilizing shell has the capacity to modulate the photosensitizing 

properties of CPNs and therefore needs to be selected carefully when designing a CPN-based probe. Coating 

a photosensitizing conjugated polymer with a quenching copolymer can produce an excellent and nontoxic 

bioimaging probe, as we demonstrate by imaging the A549 human lung cancer cells with PSMA-coated PTB7 

CPNs. Conversely, the photosensitizing capability of a conjugated polymer can be enhanced by coating with 

an energy transfer-promoting copolymer such as F127, to produce a nanoprobe for theranostic applications. 

 



 

 

Figure 1. Fabrication of PTB7 CPNs using the nanoprecipitation method. Panel (a) summarises the process 

used to prepare the nanoparticles of PTB7 conjugated polymer. To prepare coated PTB7 CPNs, Pluronic 

F127 or PSMA were added to the PTB7 solution in THF, prior to injection into water. Panel (b) shows the 

chemical structures of PTB7, F127 and PSMA. Panels (c) and (d) show TEM and AFM images of PTB7@F127 

CPNs dried on appropriated substrates, respectively. The process of drying the CPNs on a substrate results in 

flatter, larger-diameter particles, so the sizes apparent in the TEM and AFM images exceed those determined 

from DLS. 

[1]  WS. Ying , H. Cho , J. Low, H. Bronstein, L. Mcculloch, JR. Durrant, ChemComm, 49(13), 1291-1293 

(2013). 

P2.14. Consequence of limiting pool: Size regulation to symmetry breaking 

Deb Sankar Banerjee, Shiladitya Banerjee 

Carnegie Mellon University, USA 

Bio-molecular self assembly processes regulate numerous structural and functional aspects of a cell from 

regulation of intracellular organelle size to cell-division. Role of having a limited amount of precursors or 

building blocks in the cell in size regulation has been emphasized in recent studies[1]. Here we present a model 

for non-equilibrium self-assembly and size regulation of sub-cellular structures, based on negative feedback 

between structure size and growth rate. This model[2] provides a mechanism for robust size regulation of 

multiple structures in the presence of stochasticity and competition for resources. 

We use our theory to understand size regulation of intracellular organelles such as centrosome and nucleus 

with quantitative analysis and we show how positive feedback in self assembly can lead to spontaneous 

symmetry breaking and thus can function as a mechanism of polarity establishment in cells.          

 

[1] Nathan W. Goehring, Anthony A. Hyman, Current Biology, 22, Issue 9,(2012) 

[2] D. S. Banerjee, S. Banerjee bioRxiv 2020.01.11.902783 (2020). 

P2.15. Photocontrol of the Swarming of Vis-OFF and Vis-ON Switched Biomolecular Motor Based- Microrobots 

Satsuki Ishii1, Mousumi Akter2, Jakia Jannat Keya2, Arif Md. Rashedul Kabir2, Keiji Murayama3, Hiroyuki 

Asanuma3, Kazuki Sada1,2 and Akira Kakugo1,2 

1Graduate School of Chemical Sciences & Engineering/Hokkaido University, Japan, 2Graduate School 



of Science/Hokkaido University, Japan, 3Graduate School of Engineering/Nagoya University, Japan 

Swarming is a typical example of  collective behaviour  often observed in nature as ant colonies, fish 

schools, and bird flocks, formed purely by a local interaction among the nearest neighbours in a 

decentralised way.[1] Inspired by such a swarm behaviour, the research on artificial swarm robots has 

absorbed a great attention of many researchers in the field of robotics. Until now, several artificial swarm 

robots have been reported however, controlling the local interactions of a large number of robots has been 

a major challenge. To overcome such a challenge, our group have recently developed DNA programmed 

micro sized molecular swarm robot (Vis-ON) where the swarming was controlled by light.[2] In this 

system, photoresponsive azobenzene incorporated DNA, photoresponsive DNA (pDNA) was modified to the 

self-propelled biomolecular motor system, microtubule (MT)-kinesin to allow photoregulation of microrobots 

through DNA duplex formation. Under the visible light (480 nm), DNA duplex formation is possible hence 

swarm formation will take place. Upon UV light (365 nm) irradiation, DNA duplex formation is disturbed 

due to the steric hindrance hence dissociate the swarm. In this work, a system with an entirely reversed 

photoresponse mode to the Vis-ON switched system was developed by employing a pDNA with a bulky 

group (tert-butyl) substituted azobenzene (Vis-OFF), where swarm formation will take place upon UV light 

irradiation and dissociates under the visible light. 

 

pDNA and its complementary DNA was employed to modify the MTs through copper free click reaction, 

which was initiated by the addition of dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) conjugated pDNA and its complementary 

DNA to the azide modified MTs. Swarming of DNA modified MTs was performed in the presence of 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) on a kinesin coated glass surface upon UV light irradiation. From the 

fluorescence microscope observation, it was observed that the DNA modified MTs quickly formed a swarm 

upon UV light irradiation, and dissociated under the visible light. In addition, Vis-OFF switched system 

showed faster photoresponse for the formation and dissociation of the swarm compared to Vis-ON switched 

system. Such a system is expected to contribute to advance the development of swarm robots for 

further application in the field of robotics as well as nanotechnology. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic image of Vis-OFF switched system. 

[1] E. Bonabeau, M. Dorigo and G. Theraulaz, Swarm Intelligence: From Natural to Artificial Systems, 

Oxford University Press, Oxford, New York (1999). 
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P2.16. Flicker spectroscopy to characterise the surface tension and bending rigidity of stress granules 

Carl Jones1,2,3, Matthew Turner3, Halim Kusumaatmaja3 and Sushma Grellscheid1,2
 

1University of Bergen, Norway, 2Durham University, UK, 3Department of Physics, University of Warwick, 

UK 

Recent years have seen a huge change in the way we view the intracellular environment. We now recognise 

that organelles may be liquid droplets in addition to the solid structures we are familiar with. Stress granules 



are such an example, and unlike classical organelles, they are not membrane bound and arise from liquid-

liquid phase separation triggered by oxidative, temperature or osmotic stress. Stress granules are 

composed of RNA and proteins that condense out of the cytoplasm, and exhibit liquid-like properties. 

While stress granule composition and function has been a subject of intense work recently, many 

biophysical aspects remain poorly characterised. We introduce a method to directly measure the surface 

tension of granules in live cells and apply it to stress granules induced by different chemicals and genetic 

backgrounds based on flicker spectroscopy. The measured surface tensions agree well with the current 

estimates used in the literature. Additionally, we quantify bending rigidity across the surface of the droplet, 

which to our knowledge has not yet been characterised for cellular droplets. 

P2.17. Developmentally driven self-assembly and dynamics of living chiral crystals  

Alexander Mietke1, Tzer Han Tan2,3, Hugh Higinbotham4, Yuchao Chen4, Junang Li4,  

Peter J. Foster4, Shreyas Gokhale4, Jörn Dunkel1, Nikta Fakhri4 

1 Department of Mathematics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA, 2 Quantitative Biology Initiative, 

Harvard University, USA, 3 Center for Systems Biology Dresden, Germany, 4 Department of Physics, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA 

The emergent dynamics exhibited by collections of living organisms often shows signatures of symmetries 

that are broken at the single-organism level. At the same time, early organism development itself is 

accompanied by a sequence of symmetry breaking events that eventually establish the body plan. 

Combining these key aspects of collective phenomena and embryonic development, we describe here the 

spontaneous formation of hydrodynamically stabilized active crystals made of hundreds of starfish embryos 

during early development. As development progresses and embryos change morphology, crystals become 

increasingly disordered and eventually stop forming. We introduce a minimal hydrodynamic model that is 

fully parameterized by experimental measurements of single embryos. Using this theory, we can 

quantitatively describe the stability, formation and rotation of crystals, as well as the emergence of long-

lived chiral deformation waves. Our work thereby quantitatively connects developmental symmetry breaking 

events on the single-embryo level with the remarkable macroscopic properties of a novel living chiral crystal 

system. 

 

(a) Starfish embryos 40 hours post fertilization. Top left: Freely swimming single embryo. Black arrow 

indicates direction of motion. A and P denote anterior and posterior, respectively. Bottom left 

(imaging plane parallel and close to the fluid surface): Embryos become bound below the fluid 

surface and spin around their AP-axis (yellow arrow) with little lateral motion. Right: Collections of 

bound embryos form chiral living crystals that persist over more than 30 hours. Experimental data: 

Tzer Han Tan, Hugh Higinbotham (b) Minimal model of self-organized chiral living crystal assembly. 

Simulation snapshots of two time points about 2 hours apart. Single embryo rotation rates are 

color-coded and range from ~1Hz in small clusters (yellow) to ~0.01Hz in large clusters (purple). 

Red arrows in a and b indicate whole-crystal rotations. 



P2.18. The role of vimentin-nuclear interactions in persistent cell motility through confined spaces 
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Indian Creek Farm, USA 

The ability of cells to move through small spaces depends on the mechanical properties 

of the cellular cytoskeleton and on nuclear deformability. In mammalian cells, the 

cytoskeleton is composed of three interacting, semi-flexible polymer networks: actin, 

microtubules, and intermediate filaments (IF). Recent experiments of mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts with and without vimentin have shown that the IF vimentin plays a role in 

confined cell motility. Here [1], we develop a minimal model of a cell moving through a 

microchannel that incorporates effects from all three types of cytoskeletal filaments. The 

model consists of a cell with an actomyosin cortex and a deformable cell nucleus and 

mechanical linakges between the two. By decreasing the amount of vimentin, we find that 

the cell speed increases for vimentin-null cells compared to cells with vimentin. The loss of 

vimentin increases nuclear deformation and alters nuclear positioning in the cell. Assuming 

nuclear positioning is a read-out for cell polarity, we propose a new polarity mechanism which 

couples cell directional motion with cytoskeletal strength and nuclear positioning and 

captures the abnormally persistent motion of vimentin-null cells, as observed in 

experiments. The enhanced persistence indicates that the vimentin-null cells are more 

controlled by the confinement and so less autonomous, relying more heavily on external 

cues than their wild-type counterparts. Our modeling results present a quantitative 

interpretation for recent experiments and have implications for understanding the role of 

vimentin in the epithelial-mesenchymal transition. 

[1]  https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.09207 

 

P2.19. ATP Dependent Structures in Actomyosin 

Sami C Al-Izzi1, Darius V Köster2, and Richard G Morris1
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Actomyosin, the canonical mixture of actin filaments and myosin motors, is not only important for many 

functions in eukaryotic cells, but it is also a central example of active matter. The requisite conversion of 

chemical energy into mechanical work is due to the ATP-cycle of myosin motors which, in active 

hydrodynamic theories, manifests in coefficients of active forces  as  a  chemical  potential  difference,

 , held fixed under the assumption of (continual) background ATP synthesis. Currently 

most active hydrodynamic theories assume that all such coefficients scale linearly with            or 

they are at least only expanded out linear order [1]. Here we show that in actomyosin this is far from 

the case. That is, whilst changing                       naturally results is changing rates of energy input– i.e., 

the power of the active forcing– it also changes the mode by which mechanical work is done, and hence 

the type of forces that are exerted at a bulk hydrodynamic level. 

We report on in vitro experiments with reconstituted actomyosin on supported lipid bilayers, observed using 

a combination of high-resolution Interferometric Scattering (iSCAT) and Total Internal Reflection Florescence 

(TIRF) microscopy. Whilst recurrent motifs include aster-like foci, vortex- and spiral-like structures, their 

dependence on adenosine triphosphate (ATP) prompts us to revisit aspects of active polar gel theory. Using 

a simple microscopic model of myosin-II minifilament kinetics, we argue that the reactive coefficients in 

hydrodynamic theories depend non-trivially on available levels of ATP. Using this theory we examine steady 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.09207


states of aster-like structures at low ATP and transient, but quasi-stable, vortex-like structures at 

intermediate ATP concentrations. Invoking scaling behaviour derived from our microscopic model, we find 

a semi-quantitative agreement between theory and experiment, explaining the main differences in the 

structures seen at different ATP concentrations. We conclude by discussing the shortcomings of our 

approach and observations not captured by our theory. 

 

[1] - K. Kruse, J. F. Joanny, F. Jülicher, J. Prost, and K. Sekimoto, The European Physical Journal E 16, 5 

(2005). 
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Recently, there has been an increased effort towards the development  of  novel  generic models of stem 

cell differentiation, alternative to  Waddington’s  celebrated  epigenetic landscape. In this talk, we present 

a simple biologically-motivated model of the differentiation process that exhibits oscillatory behaviours. 

In this model the multipotent cell cyclically explores a number of substates before differentiating. 

Exposure to the appropriate signalling pathway stops the cycle and starts the differentiation process. 

Mathematically we formulate this model by appropriate variants of the repressilator model, and 

show that these produce oscillatory dynamics in a vast range of parameter space. In particular we 

consider two scenarios that may be realised in the context of cell differentiation: 

1) a single signalling pathway/control parameter is responsible for entering and exiting the 

oscillatory regime; 2) multiple pathways/system parameters drive the system through the oscillatory 

regime from a multipotent into a differentiated state. 

 

We present a thorough analysis of the associated bifurcations and argue that gene regulatory 

networks with these characteristics are promising candidates to describe cell fate selection resulting 

from an oscillatory process. 

P2.21. Ultrafast energy transfer between lipid-linked chromophores and plant Light-Harvesting Complex II 

Ashley M. Hancock,1,2 Minjung Son,3,4 Muath Nairat,3 Tiejun Wei,6  Lars J. C. Jeuken,2,5 Christopher D. P. Duffy,6 

Gabriela S. Schlau-Cohen3 and Peter G. Adams1,2
 

1School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Leeds, UK, 2Centre for Structural Molecular Biology, University 

of Leeds, UK, 3Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA. 4Department of 

Chemistry, University of Wisconsin−Madison, USA, 5Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Leeds, UK, 
6School of Biological and Chemical Sciences, Queen Mary University of London, UK 

Light-Harvesting Complex II (LHCII) is a photosynthetic membrane protein found in plant chloroplasts 

that has the crucial role of absorbing solar energy and subsequently performing excitation energy 

transfer to Photosystem II where the water splitting reaction takes place. LHCII provides strong absorption 

of blue and red light, however, it has minimal absorption in the green spectral region where solar irradiance 

is maximal. In a recent proof-of-principle study [1], we enhanced the absorption in this spectral range 

by developing a biohybrid system where LHCII proteins together with lipid-linked Texas Red (TR) 

chromophores, were assembled into lipid membrane vesicles. This conference presentation will show 



new work [2] where we organised TR and LHCII into a lipid nanodisc, which provided a homogeneous, 

well-controlled platform to more deeply study the interactions between TR molecules and single LHCII 

complexes (Fig. 1A). Fluorescence spectroscopy determined that TR-to-LHCII energy transfer has an 

efficiency of at least 60%, resulting in a 255% enhancement of LHCII fluorescence, two-fold greater 

than in the previous system. Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy (Fig. 1B) was employed to probe 

the picosecond timescales of energy transfer and revealed two time constants of 3.7 and 128 ps relating 

to two distinct populations of Texas Red molecules involved in energy transfer. Structural modelling and 

theoretical calculations (Fig. 1C) allowed us to examine how different molecular configurations and 

dipole orientations would affect the experimentally observed energy transfer. These results indicated 

that these timescales correspond to TR-lipids that are loosely or tightly-associated with the protein, 

respectively, with estimated average TR-to-LHCII separations of ∼3.5 nm and ∼1 nm. Overall, we 

demonstrate that a nanodisc-based biohybrid system provides an idealised platform to explore the photo-

physical interactions between extrinsic chromophores and membrane proteins with potential 

applications in understanding more complex natural or artificial photosynthetic systems. 
 

 

Fig. 1 (A) Schematic of the nanodisc system. LHCII protein complexes (green) are incorporated into a lipid bilayer 

(light grey) together with TR-tagged lipids (purple), with the membrane region confined by nanodisc scaffold 

proteins (dark grey). (B) 2D Transient Absorption spectroscopy data showing the ultrafast decay timescale of the 

fluorescent components within the nanodisc system. (C) Snapshot from a Molecular Dynamics simulation 

investigating the separation between Texas Red (red) and chlorophyll (green) molecules relative to the LHCII protein 

structure (cyan). 

 

 

[1] A. M. Hancock, S. A. Meredith, S. D. Connell, L. J. C. Jeuken, P. G. Adams, Nanoscale, 11, 

16284– 16292 (2019). 

[2] A.M. Hancock, et al., ChemRxiv Preprint, doi.org/1026434/chemrxiv14207348 (2021). 

P2.22. Environmental conditions define the energetics of bacterial dormancy and its antibiotic susceptibility 

Leonardo Mancini1 and Teuta Pilizota2 

1University of Cambridge, UK, 2University of Edinburgh, UK 

Bacterial cells that halt growth but maintain viability and the capacity to regrow are termed dormant 

and have been shown to transiently tolerate high concentrations of antimicrobials. In this work, we look 

at dormancies induced by environmental cues that target different aspects of cell physiology by 

measuring the energy profiles they elicit in single dormant cells. Our simultaneous measurements of 

proton motive force (PMF) and cytoplasmic pH, and ATP concentrations reveal that dormant cells exhibit 

characteristic energetic profiles that can vary in level and dynamics. We test whether the energetic 

makeup is associated with survival to antibiotics of different classes and find that for certain drugs growth 

arrest remains the dominant mechanism enabling survival irrespective of the energy profile, while for 

others, the survival scales with energy levels, where the most energetic cells remain almost untouched by 

the drug. 



P2.23. Advanced Biophotonic Materials: Developing a Toolkit for Quantum Dot-Membrane-Protein 

Nanocomposites 

Joel T. Whipp, Kevin Critchley, and Peter G. Adams 

University of Leeds, UK 

Light-harvesting (LH) proteins have evolved over billions of years to absorb photons of light with great efficiency 

using a network of coordinated pigment molecules [1], albeit with a limited spectral range. Bio-hybrid 

nanomaterials allow optimized biological macromolecules, such as the Light-Harvesting Complex II (LHCII) 

protein from plants, to be combined with custom-designed nanoparticles to create highly efficient 

“nanocomposite” light-harvesting materials [2]. Quantum dots (QDs) are nanocrystalline semiconductors with 

a tunable photoluminescence that can absorb photons across wider range of energies than natural LH protein 

and have the potential to transfer their excited state energy to biomolecules via Förster Resonance Energy 

Transfer (FRET). The excellent optical properties of QDs make them an ideal partner for donating energy to 

LHCII, enhancing the effective spectral range. In our ongoing research, we have designed and generated 

quantum dot-membrane assemblies that utilize distinct thin-film rehydration methods to self-assemble into 

distinct nanocomposites as the first step in developing a model membrane system of photosynthetic proteins 

and tunable QDs. Our QD synthesis apparatus allow efficient temperature regulation in an O2-free environment, 

allowing for precise control of the size and optical properties via seeding time alteration. Hydrophobic 

CuInS2/ZnS and hydrophilic CdTe/CdS QDs have been synthesized with an optimal emission bandwidth for 

FRET to LHCII, with the desired spectral overlap with the Qy bands of Chl b and Chl a at 650nm and 675nm, 

respectively. Initial investigations of hydrophobic QD nanocomposite structures with electron microscopy and 

fluorescence spectroscopy provide evidence that lipid-stabilized clusters of CuInS2/ZnS QDs self-assemble 

when exchanged into an aqueous environment and that they have a red-shifted fluorescence emission peak 

as compared to isolated QDs in organic solvents. The introduction of an anionic lipid to the self-assembling 

system at equal ratios to a neutral lipid increased the photoluminescence of the nanocomposites by almost 

100% during preliminary investigations. With potential applications as a photo-active bio-hybrid material due 

to the retainment of energy transfer efficiency in similar structures [2], modular, self-assembling QD-

membrane-protein nanocomposites would be a promising advancement of existing light-harvesting 

nanomaterials. 

[1]  B. Drop, et al., BBA. Bioenergetics. 1837(1), 63-72 (2014). 

[2]  A.M. Hancock, et al., Nanoscale. 11(35), 16284-16292 (2021). 

P2.24. High-throughput Techniques for Tracking Bacteria in 3D 

Erick Rodriguez and Laurence Wilson 

The University of York, UK 

The study of how bacteria explore their surroundings has been around for several decades. Several imaging 

techniques are used to track their movement in space, however, most techniques only allow us to 

follow bacteria in two dimensions. There are some 3D tracking methods to overcome this constraint, 

however these methodologies are computationally expensive. 

 

We use In-line Digital Holographic Microscopy [1] to determine the three-dimensional positions of samples 

of Escherichia Coli, Leishmania Mexicana among other species. Afterwards, we use different methods to 

create 3D tracks of the bacteria, including two Machine Learning algorithms (K-Means and DBSCAN) and 

the Kuhn–Munkres algorithm. As a complement to this, we couple holographic microscopy with image 



cross-correlation [2]. The three-dimensional position of cells is obtained by computing the 

 

 

 

Fig.  1.Detected  tracks  of  Leishmania  Mexicana  using  in-line  digital holographic 

microscopy. Tracks are detected using DBSCAN. 

 

correlation between a recorded hologram and a reference library created using in-line Holographic 

Microscopy. The cross-correlation calculations are performed using an “optical computer” provided by an 

industrial partner to exploit its high throughput and parallelization capabilities. This novel technology offers 

a path to a compelling outcome: real-time 3D tracking of hundreds of cells simultaneously. 

 

Preliminary results demonstrate that the Machine Learning tracking algorithms show an improvement 

in runtime when compared to previous used algorithms. The optical-correction method shows significant 

improvements in processing speed and demonstrates proof of concept that optical computations are a 

viable path towards real-time cell tracking. 

 

[1] Wilson, Laurence, and Rongjing Zhang. "3D Localization of weak scatterers in digital holographic 

microscopy using Rayleigh-Sommerfeld back-propagation." Optics Express 20.15 (2012): 16735-

16744. 

[2] Taute, K. M., et al. "High-throughput 3D tracking of bacteria on a standard phase contrast 

microscope." Nature communications 6.1 (2015): 1-9. 

P3.01. Cells moving against obstacles: the response of a drop of active matter to external forces  

Aondoyima Ioratim-Uba, Aurore Loisy, Silke Henkes, Tanniemola B. Liverpool  

University of Bristol, UK 

So far, mathematical models of cell motility and cell migration have not fully explored the effect of 

external forces. These forces, either coming from cell-cell tugging or from outside the cell, are 

important for the functionality of cells/ tissues. Experiments show that external forces can alter cell 

stiffness, induce migration, alter cell shape/induce remodelling, and alter cell phenotype. Here, we 

model a single cell as an incompressible active nematic drop moving on a flat rigid substrate subject 

to external forces at its boundaries (Fig. 1 (a)). We work in two dimensions, where the drop is 



characterised by the height h(x) of its free surface above the substrate i.e., physical quantities depend 

on h(x) and other known quantities. 

From force balance in the very viscous regime, we derive, and numerically solve, a differential 

equation for the free surface shape h(x) of the cell. We produce a 2-D phase diagram, where the axes 

correspond to push or pull/squeeze by the applied forces, in which the phase boundaries are 

delineated by drop velocity, substrate traction, and moments of h(x). The motion of a passive drop is 

clearly separated into two phases, both with finite traction in the bulk: left-moving right-parabola 

(RP(L)) and right-moving left-parabola (LP(R)). With activity, the phase behaviour is much richer. We 

find, additionally, a right-moving right-parabola (RP(R)) with finite traction, the right-moving double 

hump (DH(R)), which is long and thin, and the right-moving pancake (PC(R)), which is flat almost 

everywhere. Both DH(R) and PC(R) have zero traction in the bulk. The characteristic drop shapes are 

shown in Figs. 1 (b) and (c). We believe that the model also encodes drop break-up (DB), occurring in 

the grey regions of the phase plane, which is quantified numerically by h <0. 

We have produced a phase diagram for an active drop subject to external forces applied at its 

boundaries and we have shown that cell shape and motile behaviour is modulated by external forces. 

This is qualitatively in line with experimental results reported so far. The relation that we have derived 

between cell-substrate traction and applied force, and between cell velocity and applied force could 

be investigated by measuring the cell-substrate force using e.g., traction force microscopy and 

pushing/pulling the cell with a micropipette.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the problem: an active drop has external forces f± applied at its boundaries: 

negative f± means that the force is directed to the right. The boundaries are set to be at a height h0 

above the solid substrate (z = 0) with corresponding contact angles 𝝓±. The nematic director is 

denoted 𝗻 = (cos𝜃, sin𝜃). Inset we indicate regions of the phase plane that correspond to 

pulling/squeezing or pushing, where F = −(f+ + f−) and S = f+ − f−. (b) Phase plane for passive drop (A 

is non-dimensionalised activity). RP(L) is light blue, LP(R) is green, and DB is grey. (c) Phase plane for 

active drop. RP(L) is light blue, LP(R) is green, RP(R) is dark blue, DH(R) is red, PC(R) is yellow, and DB is 

grey. Characteristic drop shapes are superimposed in white. 

[1] Aurore Loisy, Jens Eggers, and Tanniemola B Liverpool. How many ways a cell can move: the modes of 

self- propulsion of an active drop. Soft Matter, 16(12):3106–3124, 2020. 

[2] Aondoyima Ioratim-Uba, Aurore Loisy, Silke Henkes, and Tanniemola B Liverpool. Cells moving against 

obstacles: the response of a drop of active matter to external forces. Preprint. 

P3.02. Unraveling the phase behaviour of stickers-and-spacers chains 

Isha Malhotra, Tamara Dejardin, and Bortolo Matteo Mognetti 

Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium 

We present a simulation technique to study systems of polymers that are functionalized by reactive sites 

Cells moving against obstacles: the response of a drop of active matter to external forces  

Aondoyima Ioratim-Uba, Aurore Loisy, Silke Henkes, Tanniemola B. Liverpool  

University of Bristol, UK 

So far, mathematical models of cell motility and cell migration have not fully explored the effect of external forces. 

These forces, either coming from cell-cell tugging or from outside the cell, are important for the functionality of cells/ 

tissues. Experiments show that external forces can alter cell stiffness, induce migration, alter cell shape/induce 

remodelling, and alter cell phenotype. Here, we model a single cell as an incompressible active nematic drop moving 

on a flat rigid substrate subject to external forces at its boundaries (Fig. 1 (a)). We work in two dimensions, where the 

drop is characterised by the height h(x) of its free surface above the substrate i.e., physical quantities depend on h(x) 

and other known quantities. 

 

From force balance in the very viscous regime, we derive, and numerically solve, a differential equation for the free 

surface shape h(x) of the cell. We produce a 2-D phase diagram, where the axes correspond to push or pull/squeeze 

by the applied forces, in which the phase boundaries are delineated by drop velocity, substrate traction, and 

moments of h(x). The motion of a passive drop is clearly separated into two phases, both with finite traction in the 

bulk: left-moving right-parabola (RP(L)) and right-moving left-parabola (LP(R)). With activity, the phase behaviour is 

much richer. We find, additionally, a right-moving right-parabola (RP(R)) with finite traction, the right-moving double 

hump (DH(R)), which is long and thin, and the right-moving pancake (PC(R)), which is flat almost everywhere. Both 

DH(R) and PC(R) have zero traction in the bulk. The characteristic drop shapes are shown in Figs. 1 (b) and (c). We 

believe that the model also encodes drop break-up (DB), occurring in the grey regions of the phase plane, which is 

quantified numerically by h <0. 

 

We have produced a phase diagram for an active drop subject to external forces applied at its boundaries and we 

have shown that cell shape and motile behaviour is modulated by external forces. This is qualitatively in line with 

experimental results reported so far. The relation that we have derived between cell-substrate traction and applied 

force, and between cell velocity and applied force could be investigated by measuring the cell-substrate force using 

e.g., traction force microscopy and pushing/pulling the cell with a micropipette. 
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Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the problem: an active drop has external forces f± applied at its boundaries: negative f± means that the 

force is directed to the right. The boundaries are set to be at a height h0 above the solid substrate (z = 0) with corresponding 

contact angles 𝝓±. The nematic director is denoted 𝗻 = (cos𝜃, sin𝜃). Inset we indicate regions of the phase plane that 

correspond to pulling/squeezing or pushing, where F = −(f+ + f−) and S = f+ − f−. (b) Phase plane for passive drop (A is non-

dimensionalised activity). RP(L) is light blue, LP(R) is green, and DB is grey. (c) Phase plane for active drop. RP(L) is light blue, 

LP(R) is green, RP(R) is dark blue, DH(R) is red, PC(R) is yellow, and DB is grey. Characteristic drop shapes are superimposed 

in white. 

 

[1] Aurore Loisy, Jens Eggers, and Tanniemola B Liverpool. How many ways a cell can move: the modes of self- 

propulsion of an active drop. Soft Matter, 16(12):3106–3124, 2020. 

 

[2] Aondoyima Ioratim-Uba, Aurore Loisy, Silke Henkes, and Tanniemola B Liverpool. Cells moving against obstacles: 

the response of a drop of active matter to external forces. Preprint. 



and hence are capable of undergoing valence limited selective interactions. Simulation approaches are 

challenged by the necessity of sampling various possible fiber configurations and further exploring the 

phase diagram of multi-chain systems. We address this issue by deploying dedicated Monte Carlo (MC) 

moves that are capable of modifying the connectivity state of a chain in a single step. The trial moves 

regrow a fraction of the chain while attempting binding/unbinding reaction between pairs of reactive sites. 

Our model can be parameterised by the experimental equilibrium constant. We validate the proposed 

methodology for single and multi-chain systems. For a single chain polymeric system we unravel a re-

entrant transition by which fiber unfolds at a high density of non interacting bridging molecules. This 

transition promotes our understanding of the biophysical mechanism behind chromatin organisation 

[1]. At the multi-chain level we study the effective pair interaction between optically driven aggregates of 

proteins (Corelets) [2] and map full intracellular phase diagrams. 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Snapshot of a single chain fiber. (b). Snapshot of two Corelets with grafted chains, the core is 

coloured in black. Grey, pink and blue beads represent, respectively non reactive monomers, non-looped 

reactive monomers and looped monomers. 

[1] I. Malhotra, B. Oyarzún, BM. Mognetti, Biophys J. 120(7), 1247-1256 (2021). 

[2] D. Bracha, M. T. Walls, M. Wei, L. Zhu, M. Kurian, J. L. Avalos, J. E. Toettcher, C. P. Brangwynne. 

175(6), 1467-1480.e13 (2018) 

P3.03. Making Sex Tractable: a model of sexual reproduction which can be straightforwardly solved for 

complex fitness landscapes 

Jenny M Poulton1, Juri Lember2, and Chris Watkins1 

1Royal Holloway, University of London, UK, 2University of Tartu, Estonia 

The Moran model is a standard model of evolution in which a population of genomes reproduce, mutate and 

die over time. We propose a variant [1] of the Moran model for evolution with sexual reproduction, mutation, 

and selection. We make the simplification of n-parent recombination in breeding. 

Under constant conditions, the sequence of populations is a Markov chain. We are interested in finding the 

stationary distribution of this chain with complex fitness functions for multi-gene genomes. 

Our model has the following properties.  

First, the stationary distribution of populations satisfies detailed balance; indeed for a population consisting 

of one individual the model reduces to Metropolis-Hastings.  This opens the possibility of applying tools from 

statistical physics to study this classic model of evolution.  

Second, the stationary distribution factorises, so that the stationary probability of a population is proportional 

to the product of the probability of the population with no selection, multiplied by the product of the fitnesses 



of the individuals. This is true for arbitrary fitness functions.  This property enables us to calculate exact 

stationary distributions for finite populations, for interesting fitness functions.  

Third, the breeding process is by exchangeable sampling. This enables us to use De Finetti’s theorem to find 

exact solutions for the stationary distribution for infinite populations, for interesting fitness functions.  

As far as we are aware, there is no previous model which contains both recombination (the key process that 

defines sexual reproduction) and selection (whereby some sequences have a greater fitness than others). 

Since both of these are essential to the development of biological complexity, this is an important contribution 

of this model. 

In this talk we will present our model and show the wide range of fitness functions which can be solved in the 

infinite population case, and the subset of them which can be solved in the finite population case. We discuss 

the kinds of questions which can be tackled using this model which could not previously have been considered 

using traditional Moran models. 

[1]  J Lember, C Watkins, Methodology and Computing in Applied Probability (2020). 

P3.04. Cells-ECM mechanical interaction: taking advantage of nonlinearities for mechanosensing 

Estelle Berthier1, Pierre Ronceray2, and Chase P Broedersz1,3
 

1Ludwig- Maximilians-Universität München, Germany; 2Université Aix-Marseille, France, 3 Universiteit 

Amsterdam, Netherlands 

Cells constantly respond to guiding cues from their extracellular environment. These signals govern a 

multitude of vital functions, such as cell fate or migration. Most viable cells are anchored to the 

extracellular matrix (ECM), and it is now well identified that cells can detect the rigidity of their surrounding 

ECM by mechanically probing the network (mechanosensing). Importantly however, the ECM is a highly 

heterogeneous structure with both material and geometrical variability that results in large mechanical 

fluctuations [1,2]: the local stiffness, measured at different locations in the network, exhibits a broad 

distribution spanning two orders of magnitude. Yet, cells respond robustly to the mechanical cues of the 

ECM and adequately regulate their behavior, for example by migrating towards stiffer regions of the 

network [3]. Hence, it remains unclear what strategies cells employ to accurately interpret mechanical 

guiding cues of such a heterogeneous environment. 

 

Cells can generate forces large enough to trigger ECM deformations that deviate from linear elasticity. In 

that regime, a rich mechanical behavior is observed: forces have increased amplitude and reach 

exceptionally long ranges [4,5,6]. Interestingly, recent experimental findings indicate that when large 

forces are non-linearly deforming the network, the mechanical fluctuations become  less  sensitive to  the  

network  disorder [4].  These observations indicate that non-linear effects could be extremely important for 

cellular mechanosensation, both as a way to induce strong cues for cell-cell communication and to enable 

representative measures of local stiffness. 

 

Following this idea, we use a fiber network model to perform numerical experiments mimicking cells probing 

locally the ECM’s mechanical response. We generate depleted networks with fibers having a nonlinear 

constitutive law to describe the ECM and we perform local stiffness measures by applying local point-forces. 

In agreement with the experiments, we observe that the noise to signal ratio strongly decreases in the 

nonlinear regime, independently of the network’s details, i.e. connectivity or the constitutive law of the 

fibers. We rationalize these results by identifying an emerging length-scale that grows in the nonlinear regime 

and which determines the mechanical response of the local probe. 

 

[1] Beroz et al. (2017), Nature Communications, 8, 16096 



[2] Jones et al. (2015), PNAS, 112(37), E5117-5122. 

[3] Lo et al. (2000), Biophys. J., 79(1), 144-152 

[4] Han et al. (2018), PNAS, 115(16), 4075-4080 

[5] Sopher et al. (2018). Biophys. J., 115(7), 1357-1370 

[6] Ronceray et al. (2016). PNAS, 113(11), 2827-2832 
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P3.06. Process-based agroecosystem modelling for evaluating climate change mitigation pathways 
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Climate change, land degradation, and the expansion of residential areas have led to the shrinkage of 

available arable land in developed countries and is set to strain global food security. Crop improvement 

has long been seen as a viable pathway to a more sustainable future. Employing process-based computer 

modelling to identify desired crop characteristics, those that optimise yield for a given location, hopes to 

decrease the lead time, and many of the associated costs, in developing effective crops. [1] 

This work has explored physiological based models for crop growth and identified the key physiological 

parameters which are open for manipulation to increase harvest yield, and therefore land use 

efficiency. These being the Radiation Use Efficiency (RUE), and the Transpiration Use Efficiency (TUE) 

which in turn have a strong physiological relationship with the Crop Transpiration Coefficient (Kc) and the 

Transpiration Maximum (TMax). [2] 

Physical pathways for manipulation of these parameters were identified. For example, increasing RUE, a 

measurement of the efficiency with which solar radiation is transformed in biomass by crop canopies, 

would likely drive an increased yield. [3] Physically, this would enhance growth changing metabolic 

pathways or the canopy architecture to use light more efficiently for growth. Since plant traits are highly 

correlated, this pathway in turn would require an increase in Kc, a surrogate for the conductance to vapor 

of that canopy that accounts for differences in crop physiology in the calculation of actual transpiration. The 

latter in turn, needs to match the amount of water absorbed by the roots, transported through the 

plant, and evaporated out of the stomata. [2] Therefore, under no water stress, 

RUE ∝ TUE x T. (1) [2] 
T = TMax x Kc. (2) [2] 

An agroecosystem simulation process-based model, Cycles [4], was used to develop a test environment 

to predict the impact of this and other proposed adaptations on harvest yields under optimal farming 

practices. The exact relationship between these variables in each pathway is difficult to identify so two 

frameworks governing the interaction of  the  crop parameters were explored. The first used the theoretical 

framework outlined in equations 1 & 2 and a linear relationship. The second was a framework 

interpolated from existing crop physiology data. We hypothesize that the specific combination of RUE, 

TUE, Kc, and Tmax that optimizes harvestable yield in distinct soil x climate combinations can be explored 

and identified via modelling, providing actionable insights into potential pathways for increasing yield 

outputs and explored the limits of agroecosystem-based modelling. 

 

[1] C.J.T. Spitters, Acta Hortic. 267, 349-368 (1990). 

[2] C. Stöckle, A. Kemanian, Crop Physiology. Chapter 7. (2009). [3]

 J. Hatfield, Agronomy Journal. 106, 1820. (2014). 



[4] A. Kemanian et al. Cycles. Last accessed 01/04/2020. 

https://plantscience.psu.edu/research/labs/kemanian/models-and-tools/cycles 

P3.07. Investigation of Sheath Flow on Particle Sorting in Spiral Microchannels 

Çiğdem Boz, Muhammed Enes Oruc 

Gebze Technical University, Turkey 

Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs) are cells that arise from cancerous tumors, join the circulatory system, 

and migrate to distant organs and their detection is urgent to save more human life [1]. Tracking and 

sorting CTCs to help early cancer diagnosis are crucial, and having more new models and improving olds 

will help diagnose metastatic cancer. One approach to sorting particles according to their size is to 

use inertial microfluidic platforms. Spiral microchannels separate particles according to their size in the 

laminar flow regime. There are two main approaches to separate particles in spiral channels: sheath flow 

and sheathless flow [2]. In this work, we used commercial CFD software (COMSOL Multiphysics) to 

investigate the effect of sheath flow on particles. We have performed our simulations with and without 

sheath flow, and we have designed several chips maintaining Archimedean spiral channels. Eleven 

different-sized neutrally buoyant spherical particles were used to represent the cells. That has been very 

helpful in accurately determining the length of the channel required for particle separation to occur. Two 

particles for each different-sized CTC and 20 particles for each different-sized blood cells (a total of 

148 particles) were simulated. 40, 35, 30, 25 µm sized particles represent the CTCs; 15, 10, 8, 7, 6, 3, 1 

µm sized particles represent blood cells. 

Herein we provide the design of chips that we performed with, and without sheath flow, following the results 

were compared. How the particle positions were changed in the time in Dean Flow was shown by taking the 

cross-section area in the channel. Since tiny particles were significantly affected by sheath flow, they 

completed the path produced by dean flow faster and moved through the channel's outer wall. Larger 

particles migrated more slowly because of applying more resistance to the sheath flow so, and they 

traveled towards the inner wall of the channel. We separated the target particles as %100 efficiency and 

%100 purity in the simulations containing sheath flow. However, the result was %99 and %80 for sheath-

less flow, respectively. The reason for decreasing separation efficiency and particle purity for sheath-less flow 

was that the drag force on 1 and 2 µm particles were insufficient to direct them in the given conditions. 

These particles increased the impurity of target cells in sheathless flow. However, we can say that without 

sheath flow, spiral channels can still be used because 1 and 2 µm particles will not prevent the detection of 

CTCs. With this study, we performed particle manipulation, separation, sorting simulations, which will be 

pioneering work for laboratory studies. 

 

[1] Yang, C., Xia, B.R., Jin, W.L. and Lou, G., Circulating tumor cells in precision oncology: clinical 

applications in liquid biopsy and 3D organoid model, Cancer Cell International, 19(1),1-13 (2019). 

[2] Shiriny, A. and Bayareh, M., Inertial focusing of CTCs in a novel spiral microchannel, Chemical 

Engineering Science, 229, 116102 (2021). 

P3.08. Polar Fluctuations Lead to Extensile Nematic Behavior in Confluent Tissues  

Andrew Killeen, Thibault Bertrand, and Chiu Fan Lee 

Imperial College London, UK 

https://plantscience.psu.edu/research/labs/kemanian/models-and-tools/cycles


Collective active nematic behaviour has been found to mediate a growing number of important biological 

processes, such as cell extrusion in epithelial monolayers or the formation of layers in Myxococcus 

xanthus colonies [1, 2]. Intriguingly, isolated epithelial cells display polar motility and generate contractile 

nematic stresses when elongated but exhibit extensile nematic behaviour when part of a tissue. How 

these cells can exhibit active nematic behaviour at the tissue level is poorly understood and deciphering 

the mechanisms behind this behaviour is necessary for elucidating fundamental biological processes. 

Here, we resolve this cellular to tissue level disconnect with a linearized hydrodynamic theory that applies 

universally in the small fluctuation regime to tissues in both fluid and solid states. We show that polar 

fluctuations generically generate extensile stresses in confluent tissues, and so can drive extensile collective 

behaviour in cells that are contractile in isolation. We then validate our theory by demonstrating the 

appearance of extensile nematic defects in both fluid and solid cell-resolution models with polar active 

forces (Fig. 1). Our results also demonstrate that materials with no inherently nematic active forces can 

exhibit active nematic collective behaviour, and that the active nematic signatures observed in epithelial 

tissues can naturally emerge downstream of fundamentally polar processes. 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the active vertex model in the fluid state and (b) schematic of the spring-lattice active 

solid model. The degrees of freedom in both models are the cell vertices (black dots). Each vertex experiences 

two types of forces, an active force from cellular self-propulsion, fi (red arrow), which is the mean self- 

propulsive force from the 3 cells that neighbour each vertex (blue arrows), and the mechanical response 

of the tissue to this driving, Fi (black arrow). Detected +½ defects in the (c) fluid state and (d) solid 

state. Detected –½ defects in the (e) fluid state and (f) solid state. (Left) representative defects, (middle) 

mean velocity fields around defects and (right) mean isotropic stress around defects. Contour plots 

have been normalised such that blue represents maximum compression and yellow maximum tension. 

[1] T. Saw et al., Nat. 544, 212-216 (2017). 

[2] K. Copenhagen, et al., Nat. Phys. 17, 211–215 (2021) 

P3.09. Durotaxis of passive nanoparticles on elastic membranes 

Ivan Palaia1,2,*, Alexandru Paraschiv1,2,*, Vincent Debets3, Cornelius Storm3,4, Anđela Šarić1,2  

1Department of Physics and, Astronomy, Institute for the Physics of Living Systems, UCL, UK, 2MRC Laboratory 

for Molecular Cell Biology, UCL, UK, 3Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, The 

Netherlands, 4Institute for Complex Molecular Systems, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands 

Transporting macromolecules and nanoscopic particles to a target cellular site is a crucial aspect in many 

physiological processes, such as cellular signalling and trafficking. This directional motion must be ensured 



even across membranes and is generally controlled via active mechanical and chemical processes. In 

this contribution [1], we show by means of molecular dynamics simulations and an analytical theory 

that completely passive nanoparticles can exhibit directional motion when embedded in non-uniform 

mechanical environments. 

Specifically, we study the motion of a passive nanoparticle adhering to an elastic membrane with a 

gradient in bending rigidity. As a function of rigidity, we observe a non-trivial adhesion affinity of the 

particle to the membrane, which is non-monotonic and is correlated with preferential localisation in 

regions of precise stiffness. We measure and account analytically for the combination of adhesion, 

bending and entropy: the consequent free energy imbalance results in transport of the particle, that, 

depending on the values of the involved rigidities, can be both up or down the rigidity gradient 

(correponding, respectively, to positive and negative durotaxis). This behaviour is retained when the 

membrane is crowded with several nanoparticles (Fig. 1), suggesting that rigidity gradients can guide the 

accumulation of passive macromolecules in areas of preferred mechanical properties, and possibly  sort  

them  according  to  their 

size and adhesion properties. 

We propose that this novel 

physical mechanism can 

contribute to transport across 

membranes with heterogeneous 

elasticity, be the heterogeneity  

due to their chemical composition 

or to underlying cytoskeletal 

processes. Such membranes have 

been widely observed in living 

beings and are thought to fulfill 

key, yet ill-understood, biological 

functions. 

 

Fig. 1. A membrane with a gradient in bending rigidity K is crowded with identical adhesive nanoparticles. These 

accumulate in regions of preferred rigidity K ~ 2 kBT. 

[1] I. Palaia, A. Paraschiv, V. Debets, C. Storm, A. Šarić, Durotaxis of passive nanoparticles on elastic 

membranes, bioRxiv 2021.04.01.438065, https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.04.01.438065 (2021). 

P3.10. Introducing PySTACHIO: An Extensible Python-Based Single Molecule Localization Microscopy 

Analysis and Simulation Package  

Jack W Shepherd1, Edward J Higgins1, Adam Wollman2, and Mark C Leake1 

1University of York, UK, 2Newcastle University, UK 

In recent years there has been an explosion in the quantity and sophistication of single molecule localization 

microscopy (SMLM) data, all of which requires analysis usually on ordinary desktop PCs. For single 

molecules or clusters of molecules this analysis is usually composed of multiple distinct steps and risks 

becoming intractable. Similarly, sophisticated bespoke analysis platforms represent a high barrier to entry 

for new users, further rate-limiting analysis. Here, we present our new software package PySTACHIO [1] for 

tracking and quantitatively analysing SMLM data. Users can find the intensities of single dyes and 



subsequently protein assembly stoichiometries, 2D diffusion coefficients, and 2-channel colocalization 

integrals for data acquired using alternating laser excitation. PySTACHIO is also capable of simulating 

realistic datasets with known physical parameters and plotting the stepwise photobleaching traces of 

individually tracked foci.  

Our new code is based on a previous MATLAB implementation [2] but runs at a fraction of the computational 

cost and is considerably more automated in its application. We show here that our Python suite performs 

well with simulated data and matches our MATLAB implementation on previously published experimental 

data. As well as discussing these data we will present a typical PySTACHIO workflow and outline how it may 

be combined with other post-processing packages as part of a pipeline. 

All of PySTACHIO’s functionality can be used with a straightforward Python environment interactive prompt, 

and the majority have been included in a web server interface which can be used for GUI operation either 

locally or with the code itself hosted on a remote cluster, making this implementation suitable for both 

novices and experienced users. The command-line tool can be trivially scripted to investigate the effect of 

various user-set parameters on results and perform convergence testing. PySTACHIO is written using 

standard libraries such as numpy [3] and matplotlib [4] and is entirely modular and object-oriented in 

design and is therefore trivially extensible and straightforward to install. We therefore hope that this will be of 

use to the community and will continue to be developed to make SMLM analysis more efficient and 

accessible. 

[1] J. W. Shepherd, E. J. Higgins, A. J. M. Wollman, and M. C. Leake, “PySTACHIO: Python Single-

molecule TrAcking stoiCHiometry Intensity and simulatiOn, a flexible, extensible, beginner-friendly 

and optimized program for analysis of single-molecule microscopy.” 2021. 

[2] H. Miller, Z. Zhou, A. J. M. Wollman, and M. C. Leake, “Superresolution imaging of single DNA 

molecules using stochastic photoblinking of minor groove and intercalating dyes,” Methods, vol. 88, 

pp. 81–88, Jan. 2015. 

[3] T. E. Oliphant, Guide to NumPy, vol. 1. Trelgol Publishing USA, 2010. 

[4] J.D. Hunter, “Matplotlib: A 2D graphics environment,” Comput. Sci. Eng., vol. 9, no. 3, pp. 90–95, 

2007. 

P3.11. High-performance computing and disordered elastic systems theory as a framework to study 

collective cell migration 

Nirvana Caballero1, Guillaume Rapin1, Thierry Giamarchi1, Steven A. Brown2, and Patrycja Paruch1 

1University of Geneva, Switzerland, 2University of Zurich, Switzerland 

Controlling cell migration is important in wound healing, infections, morphogenesis, tissue development, 

and tumor growth. However, control over migrating cells either individually or as a proliferating cell front 

remains elusive because the plethora of interactions at widely varying lengthscales present in these 

systems leads to highly complex dynamical and geometrical properties. 

The statistical physics framework of disordered elastic systems has proven to be successful in unraveling 

the physical mechanisms behind many inert systems including ferromagnets [1] and ferroelectrics [2]. In 

this work, we show how this framework is also applicable to the study of growing colonies of epithelial 

cells. By analyzing large proliferating cell colonies under different pharmacological modulation, we show 

that it is possible to extract useful information of the whole system by analyzing the colony edges. 

We use analytical predictions of the theory of disordered elastic systems [3] and high- performance 

computation techniques using Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) to analyze billions of points in the 

colony edges. We demonstrate that interactions at two main lengthscales are responsible for the geometrical 



properties of proliferating cell fronts: sub-cell lengthscales and at a lengthscale of 2–10 cells. We show 

that pharmacological modulation significantly affects the proliferation speed of the cell fronts, and 

those modulators that promote cell mobility or division also lead to the most rapid evolution of cell front 

roughness [4]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Proliferating Rat1 fibroblast cell front. (a) Optical phase microscopy image of a section of the cell front, 

overlaid with cytoplasm (blue) and nuclei (red) fluorescence. (b) Superposition of successive fluorescence microscopy 

images taken over 40 hours. (c) The relative displacements Δu (shown in (a)) are measured between pairs of 

points separated by a distance r, and their correlations give a quantitative assessment of the cell front roughness 

B(r). 

[1] N. Caballero, https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.14205. 

[2] P. Tuckmantel, I. Gaponenko, N. Caballero, J. C. Agar, L. W. Martin, T. Giamarchi, and P. Paruch, Phys. 

Rev. Lett. 126, 117601 (2021). 

[3] N. Caballero, E. Agoritsas, V. Lecomte, and T. Giamarchi, Phys. Rev. B. 102, 104204 (2020). 

[4] G. Rapin, N. Caballero, I. Gaponenko, B. Ziegler, A. Rawleight, E. Moriggi, T. Giamarchi, 

S. A. Brown, and P. Pruch, Sci. Rep. 11, 8869 (2021). 

P3.12. A view to a kill: using 3D microscopy to study predatory bacteria Bdellovibrio Bacteriovorus 

Emma Brock, Christoph Baumann, and Laurence Wilson 

The University of York, UK 

Antibiotic resistance is a significant and growing threat for global health care. It requires new and novel 

solutions it is to be managed effectively. One such novel idea is to use predatory bacteria such as 

Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus as an antibacterial agent. Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus is a small gram negative 

bacteria that predates upon other gram negative bacteria. Excitingly they have been shown to predate 

upon a wide range of strains including those resistant to typical antibiotics. Whilst the application of 

Bdellovibrio is being studied increasingly widely, the key mechanisms behind their behavior, such as 

motility, remain less well understood. 

 

In this study I am using digital in line holographic microscopy (DIHM) to investigate the motility of 

Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus. The DIHM technique has enabled me to observe cell swimming trajectories in 

three dimensions at both high speed and spatial accuracy. I have further analysed these trajectories for 

a wide range of information including, cell swimming speeds, run lengths, turning angles, and patterns of 

behaviour including swimming style. 

Bdellovibrio, like most bacteria, swim in a random walk consisting of runs punctuated by re- orientation 

events. For the first time, I have been able to show that Bdellovibrio change direction using a multistep 

sequence in the style of a run-reverse-flick. The clear set of baseline motility characteristics I have 



obtained are allowing me to conduct further in depth study of the impact of environmental factors on 

Bdellovibrio swimming behaviour, including motility changes caused by the presence of prey cells. 

 

  

Fig. 1. Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus swimming trajectories in three dimensions, obtained using DIHM, 

a) Set of trajectories observed in a sample volume, b) Individual cell trajectory, where the colour bar indicates the 

time. 

P3.13. Investigation of nanoparticle formation and active-compound delivery in cancer cells 

Raquel Lopez-Rios de Castro and Martin Ulmschneider 

King's College London, UK 

P3.14. Multiple States in the Detergent-Induced Fusion of Single Lipid Vesicles 

Lara Dresser, Joanne Marrison, Peter O’Toole, Mark C. Leake and Steven D. Quinn 

University of York, UK 

Detergent-induced membrane solubilization is thought to take place according to a three step process 

whereby detergent saturation of the membrane surface triggers membrane fragmentation and the release 

of mixed detergent-lipid micelles into solution. Here, we report the real-time observation of a fourth dynamic 

transition towards the solubilized state, namely the fusion of single large unilamellar vesicles. By using 

single-molecule and  time-resolved FRET spectroscopy approaches, we demonstrate that vesicle fusion 

induced by the non-ionic detergent Triton-X 100 involves the mixing of lipid bilayers and entrapped 

aqueous compartments. The assay also unambiguously separates, within a single FRET trajectory, multiple 

intermediate conformational states, including vesicle docking, hemifusion and the complete lipid mixing 

of membrane-bound lipophilic dyes. The present strategy allows for the kinetic details of detergent- induced 

fusion to be extracted and should be applicable beyond the sub-micron vesicle sizes studied here for 

unveiling the complex interplay of detergent-lipid interactions. 

P3.15. COMBI-Tweez: Combined Optical and Magnetic BIomolecular Tweezer for Mechanically Perturbing 

Nucleic Acids with Simultaneous Single-Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy 

Sébastien Guilbaud1, Jack W Shepherd1, Zhaokun Zhou2,  Jamieson Howard1,  and Mark C Leake1 

1University of York, UK, 2Shenzhen  Institute  of  Advanced Technology, China 



While originally thought to only be the carrier of genetic information, DNA now appears as a much more 

complex object, far from just a passive support. Its topology and the forces resulting from its perturbation are 

currently known to influence critical processes such as gene expression regulation, or genome organization. 

Therefore, a complete picture of its response to mechanical stimuli such as tension and torsion is needed to 

add to the considerable knowledge amassed on the biophysical significance of its nucleotide sequence. A 

sizable amount of work has been previously achieved by others, characterizing the isolated impact of such 

perturbations, but no technique has yet been shown to be able to affect all of them independently and 

reversibly, while allowing for the direct imaging of their structural consequences. We report the development 

of an experimental single-molecule technique able to achieve such goals, tied around the fusion of optical 

trapping, magnetic tweezing and fluorescence imaging. This technique, called Combined Optical and Magnetic 

BIomolecule TWEEZer (COMBI-Tweez), allows us to reversibly control the supercoiling of a single molecule of 

DNA, while simultaneously producing and measuring tensile forces under continuous optical imaging. We 

make use of a custom design based around two pairs of Helmholtz coils closely surrounding the sample, and 

magnetically susceptible yet transparent spherical particles. The trapped molecule is held transversely, and 

its entire contour length is imaged through single-molecule dual-colour fluorescence microscopy, under either 

epifluorescence or HILO illumination. This allows us to generate an experimentally supported model linking 

DNA tension and supercoiling state with plectoneme size and dynamics using the intercalating dye SYBR Gold. 

P3.16. A Ray of Light Against Age Related Neurodegeneration 

Elizabeth J Fear, Frida H Torkelsen, Martin Scott, Aneurin J Kennerley and Heidi A Baseler Hull York 

University of York, UK 

The UK continues to face an aging population, and thus an ever-increasing prevalence of age-related 

conditions, including neurological diseases. There remains an urgent need to develop future cost- 

effective therapies to treat these conditions. 

 

Age related neurodegeneration is hypothesised to be driven by reduced ATP production, a consequence 

of mitochondrial degeneration. Improvement in mitochondrial function therefore represents an unexplored 

therapeutic target. Interestingly, there is a growing range of evidence that infra-red (IR) and near infra-red 

(NIR) light therapy, also known as photobiomodulation (PBM), offers neuroprotective effects across a wide 

range of neurological/psychological conditions including Alzheimer’s1 and Parkinson’s Disease.2 However, 

there is controversy over the mechanisms responsible for the resultant positive effects. This has hindered 

clinical uptake of PBM.3 

 

One of the leading hypotheses is that cytochrome-c (a key mediator in the mitochondrial electron 

transport chain) is activated by specific absorption at photon wavelengths (600-900 nm). In turn this 

increases the rate of ATP production through oxidative phosphorylation in the mitochondrial membrane. 

Here we use non-invasive 31P Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) brain imaging techniques to 

quantify cell metabolites (e.g. ATP, inorganic phosphate) and measure rates of ATP synthesis before 

and after PBM treatment (at 670 nm). Experimental data are supplemented with image informed 

computer simulation of light transport through tissue. The model, based on Monte Carlo simulations, is 

parameterised using high resolution 3D MRI data from the individuals scanned. 

 



 

Fig. 1. (a) Preliminary 31P MRS measurements from brain at 3T with selective saturation on γ-ATP to measure cerebral 

ATP metabolic rates. Spectra show magnetisation transfer through ATP/PCr and ATP/Pi exchange pathways. The 

rate of conversion from Pi to ATP with ATP synthase can be used to measure mitochondrial ATP production. (b) All 

MRS data will be correlated to estimates of cytochrome-c light absorption determined from parameterised Monte 

Carlo simulations of light transport. 

[1] L. De Taboada et al., J. Alzheimers Dis. 23(3), 521-535 (2011). 

[2] R Maloney, et al., Lasers Surg. Med. 185, 61 (2010). 

[3] F. Salehpour, et al., Mol. Neurobiol. 55, 6601-6636 (2018). 

P3.17. WITHDRAWN 

P3.18. Imaging of bacterial biofilms on surfaces 

Benjamin J. Butler1, Nick A. von Jeinsen1, David J. Ward1, Paul C. Dastoor2, Katherine A. Brown1,3 

1The University of Cambridge, UK, 2University of Newcastle, Australia 3The University of Texas at Austin, 

USA 

The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of understanding the interactions of biological 

pathogens with surfaces of all kinds. The residence time and viability of bacteria and viruses on metal, 

wooden and cloth surfaces are key determinants for the spread of disease in the real world. Modern 

imaging technologies facilitate comprehension of these  phenomena across a range of timescales and  

materials. 

 

Our group has used both mature technologies and those in development at Cavendish Laboratory to image 

the growth of bacteria on ubiquitous surfaces and those of particular clinical importance. 

We have found that even under simple experimental conditions, we can differentiate bacteria from 

secreted biofilms and detect ultrastructural differences dependent on bacterial concentration. Using a 

novel scanning helium atom microscope [1,2] we can capture subtle structural features of bacteria and 

biofilms without radiative damage or the need for labels. The features we observe could potentially be 

masked by destructive artifacts resulting from other imaging modalities. 

In the future we would like to expand our comparative methods to other materials of greater importance 

to medicine including catheters, ventilators and in the longer-term biological substrates themselves such 



as skin and mucosal surfaces. 

 

[1] M. Barr, et al., Nat. Commun. 7, 10189 (2016). 
[2] A. Fahy, et al., Ultramicroscopy. 192, 7-13 (2018). 

P3.19. Rate Dependent Mechanics of Minimal Cytoskeletal Networks – Exploring how a Cell Knows when to 

Stiffen or Soften 

Anders Aufderhorst-Roberts 

University of Durham, UK 

When considered from a physics perspective, cells are almost unfathomably complex materials. Unlike most 

synthetic soft materials, their mechanical response is not invariant but instead adapts to different chemical 

and mechanical cues. This allows for reinforcement against sudden deformation all-the-while retaining 

the essential behaviours of active movement, growth and division. 

In this work, I use shear rheology approaches to explore the mechanics of reconstituted of networks 

constructed of intermediate filaments, one of the three major components that make up the cell’s 

cytoskeleton. Intermediate filaments are of particular interest from a mechanical perspective as they 

have a complex hierarchical structure, each stage of which contributes a different mechanism of stress 

response. Through applying a specially designed pre-stress protocol, we are able apply high stresses to 

the network, while simultaneously probing the mechanical response, revealing a rich diversity of 

mechanical responses over different force regimes, arising from the structural hierarchy within the network. 

The networks are found to transition between softening-dominated and stiffening-dominated response in a 

loading rate dependent manner. Adjusting the network connectivity through genetic modification and 

chemical fixation, shows this rate-dependent softening to be a direct consequence of transient crosslinking, 

mediated by the filaments’ highly charged disordered domains. 

We propose a “strength in numbers” hypothesis, whereby the crosslinking domains are individually 

weak but act in unison with their neighbours to enable cytoskeletal integrity through collective strength. 

This provides intriguing new insights into how intermediate filament networks contribute to the cell’s ability 

to store and dissipate applied mechanical loads. 

 

Fig. 1. Intermediate filament mechanics show loading rate dependence, with clear transitions between stiffening and 

softening-dominate regimes. We propose that this originates in transient crosslinking mediated by disordered 

regions, that are individually weak but provide collective strength. 

 

[1] A. Aufderhorst-Roberts and G H. Koenderink. Soft matter 15.36 (2019) 

P3.20. Development of a respiratory trauma model using a compact shock-tube platform 
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Blast Injury Studies, Department of Bioengineering, Imperial College London, UK 3Department of Veterinary 

Medicine, University of Cambridge, UK 4Institute if Shock Physics, Department of Physics, Imperial College 

London, UK 5Department of Molecular Biosciences, The University of Texas at Austin, USA 

Cell injury in tissues lining human respiratory system is a pathophysiological feature of Acute Respiratory 

Distress Syndrome (ARDS) -  a condition that can lead to dysregulation of immune and inflammatory 

responses resulting in severe morbidities and mortalities [1,2]. ARDS can be induced by trauma 

(mechanical injury) and other events including respiratory infections that include COVID-19 [1,3]. The need 

for new therapeutic approaches to improve the outcome of patients suffering from ARDS has been a key 

driver in the development of new pre-clinical models. Elucidation of the underlying cellular mechanisms 

associated with cell injury that can lead to inflammation and other clinical manifestations of ARDS can 

benefit from physiologically relevant models that recapitulate cellular damage from mechanical, biological or 

other exogenous stresses at different scales (e.g., cells, tissues, and whole organisms). 

We are exploring how traditionally physics-based shock tube technology can be used at the interface with 

biological systems to develop new models of cell injury in respiratory tissues. The compact shock tube 

platform used in our research is designed to tailor outputs to desired strengths, durations, and shapes to 

reproduce meaningful pressure loading scenarios [4].  We are using this shock tube platform to create 

controlled injury models of respiratory tissues prepared as ex vivo organ cultures (EVOCs). Specialized 

adaptations to this platform allow these same EVOCS to be mounted in the shock tube while maintaining a 

physiologically relevant air-liquid interface. Samples can then be subjected to mechanical stresses in a 

scalable and well-defined experimental setting. Comparative histopathology demonstrates that this shock 

tube platform can deliver controlled and reproducible dose-dependent damage to the epithelial surfaces of 

these EVOCs, mimicking cellular changes associated with damage arising from trauma and infection to 

respiratory tissues. 

 

[1]  L. Lupu, A. Palmer, M. Huber-Lang Front. Immunol. 11, 584514 (2020).  

[2]  R. Kumar, et al., ERJ Open Res. 6, 00405-2020 (2020). 

[3] H. Viola, et al., APL Bioeng. 3, 041503 (2019).  

P3.21. Crowding and cellular stress responses in S.Cerevisiae:  Characterisation with multi-

dimensional optical microscopy 

Sarah Lecinski, Jack Shepherd, Chris MacDonald, Mark Leake 

University of York, UK 

Eukaryotic cells adapt their metabolism according to acute changes in their surrounding environment. 

Macromolecular crowding is reported a key cellular parameter related to cellular homeostasis and stress 

regulation [1,2]. In the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, this project aim to investigate the role of 

macromolecular crowding in various stress conditions such as osmotic stress and nutrient starvation [3,4]. 

Moreover, the asymmetric budding process and stressful events such as aging triggers the spatial 

reorganisation of cellular components (e.g., organelles such as the ER, Vacuole, Nucleus), and molecular 

changes of their compositions and structures [5]. This open questions we currently investigate focus towards 



the influence of sub-cellular features such as the vacuole on macromolecular crowding measured during cell 

division.  

I am developing a panel of yeast strains expressing fluorescently tagged (such as mGFP, mNeonGreen and 

mScarletI) versions of relevant proteins to study these wide ranges of physical, molecular and chemical 

changes. Supplemented by the use of a smart FRET based biosensor,  Slimfield super resolution light 

microscopy a technique allowing high speed (millisecond) single fluorescent molecules detection and its 

quantification [6,7,8] and confocal microscopy as physical tools to characterize crowding dynamics and 

cellular stress responses of eukaryotic organisms [4].  

[1] Van den Berg J, Boersma AJ, Poolman B. Nat Rev Microbiol. 15(5):309-318 (2017) 

[2] Hohmann S. Curr Genet.61(3):373-82 (2015).  

[3] Mouton SN, Thaller DJ, Crane MM, Rempel IL, Terpstra OT, Steen A, Kaeberlein M, Lusk CP, Boersma AJ, 

Veenhoff LM. Elife. 9:e54707. (2020)  

[4] Shepherd JW, Lecinski S, Wragg J, Shashkova S, MacDonald C, Leake MC. Methods. (2020) 

[5] Champion L, Linder MI, Kutay U. Trends Cell Biol. 27(1):26-41. (2017)  

[6] Wollman AJ, Shashkova S, Hedlund EG, Friemann R, Hohmann S, Leake MC.. Elife 6, 1–36 (2017).  

[7] Huang, B., Babcock, H. & Zhuang, X. Cell 143, 1047–1058 (2010) 

[8] Boersma, A., Zuhorn, I. & Poolman, B. Nat Methods 12, 227–229 (2015). 

P3.22. Static and dynamical properties of chromatin-binding protein clusters 

Marco Ancona 

University of Edinburgh, UK 

Liquid-liquid phase separation has been much touted as a possible mechanism for protein droplet formation 

in the cell nucleus. Yet, how the structure and the internal dynamics of such aggregates link to genome 

functioning remains unknown. Here we perform a detailed investigation on the equilibrium and dynamical 

properties of such clusters using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations [1] with simple model 

proteins inspired by so-called patchy particles [2,3]. We first explore the static equilibrium properties of self-

interacting HP1-inspired proteins which can also interact with chromatin. We show that the interplay of 

protein self-interaction and chromatin-protein binding generates a phenomenologically rich phase diagram, 

which includes liquid-like droplets, droplets with absorbed polymer, and coated polymer regime. Particularly, 

we find a regime where protein droplets only form due to interaction with the chromatin, in which we observe 

an unusual dependence on protein density. We also study the different between multivalent and limited 

valence protein-protein interactions. Notably, fractal aggregates can arise when proteins have low-valency 

(they can only bind specifically to one other pair of proteins and chromatin beads). Simulated FRAP 

experiments show that, within the absorbed-chromatin phase, solid and glassy dynamics can appear due to 

strong affinity with chromatin, even in the absence of protein-protein interactions (bridging-induced phase 

separation [1]). Together, this provides biologically relevant insights on the nature of protein-chromatin 

condensates in living cells. 

[1] Brackley 2013 PNAS 

[2] Brackley 2020 J Phys Cond Matt 

[3] A review on patchy proteins, e.g. Teixeira2017 

P3.22. The role of the cell cycle in collective cell dynamics 

Jintao Li1, Simon K. Schnyder2, Matthew S. Turner3, 1, Ryoichi Yamamoto1 
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Chemistry, Kyoto University, Japan, 3Department of Physics, University of Warwick, UK 

Cells coexist together in colonies or as tissues. Their behavior is controlled by an interplay between 

intercellular forces and biochemical regulation. We develop a simple cell cycle model, the fundamental 

regulatory network controlling growth and division, and couple this to the physical forces arising within the 

cell collective [1]. We analyze this model using both particle-based computer simulations and a continuum 

theory. We focus on 2D colonies confined in a channel. These develop moving growth fronts of dividing cells 

with quiescent cells in the interior. The profile and speed of these fronts are non-trivially related to the substrate 

friction and the cell cycle parameters, providing a possible approach to measure such parameters in 

experiments. Our simulation results also qualitatively match several key features of one colony growth 

experiment using MDCK cells regarding the dynamics of area distributions [2]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: Two representations of the cell cycle. Panel (a) shows a typical biologist’s cartoon of the cell cycle, 

with sequential phases M = Mitosis, G1 = Gap (or Growth) 1, S = Synthesis (of DNA), G2 = Gap 2 and G0 = 

Gap 0 (Quiescence), a resting state, off the main cycle, in which cells do not divide. Cells undergo mitosis 

and divide at the end of the M phase. The proliferation-quiescence switch is controlled by mechanical stress 

and other microenvironmental factors. (b): A representation of the cell cycle model studied here. An angle θ 

parameterizes the cell cycle phase with a parameter r, a proxy for cell cycle activity, represented by a radial 

distance. The dynamics of rare are controlled by a separate equation sensitive to physical stresses. 

Unstressed, the cell cycle orbits around the circle r = 1 in a space that can be thought of as a proxy for the 

biochemical/genetic concentrations, dividing every τ div when θ = θdiv = 2nπ with n ∈ ℤ, just like in (a). 

The red line represents a (reversible) transition between a proliferating state and full quiescence at r = 0 with 

the rate of progress around the cycle f(r) a decreasing function of activity r, reflecting slowing of the cell 

cycle. 
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